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Summary 

In this thesis I have investigated what units and how many units should be 
included in a corpus for a restricted domain for Dutch with the purpose of 
creating synthesised speech with excellent phonetic and prosodic coverage. 
This restricted domain concerns number frequencies such as phone numbers, 
credit card numbers, postal codes, amounts, bank account numbers and 
dates. 

To obtain an overview of all these numbers, the prosodic patterns of the 
numbers were investigated. From this investigation the hypothesis sprung 
that only three forms were necessary in order to be able to generate all 
necessary numbers and digits. Within these three forms different versions of 
the form exist i.e. with or without stress. From a test page with sentences that 
had not been used in the thesis I generated identical utterances built up from 
segmented units. These were used together with the natural utterances in an 
evaluation experiment where listeners were asked to judge the naturalness of 
the prosody in the utterances. This experiment revealed that the quality of the 
prosody in the concatenated utterances that were used was judged as just as 
good as in the natural sentences. The concatenated utterances were judged 
as sounding prosodically better than the natural utterances in 28,57% of the 
cases. In 30,95% of the cases it was vice versa and in 40,48% of the cases 
they were judged as sounding equally natural with regards to the prosody. 

Even though three forms neutral form, continuing form and terminator form 
revealed a satisfactory result I am convinced that the naturalness could be 
further improved by adding a fourth form. This form should contain only digits 
or numbers that are pronounced first in a cluster. The form that is called the 
'continuing form' in the thesis should contain only the digits or numbers that 
are used last in a cluster if it ends with a continuous form. This is because 
human beings do not speak at a continuous pace. This made it quite hard to 
concatenate certain units that were recorded at different times. A solution to 
this is thus either to use a fourth form or to record more speech in all the 
possible prosodic settings. I also believe that the naturalness will improve by 
i.e. enclosing the wanted units in different carrier sentences or a short story as 
suggested by Campbell (1997). However, this obviously is an area where 
more research is needed. 
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1.0. Introduction 

During the last couple of years, the focus has shifted from diphone synthesis towards 
corpus-based speech synthesis e.g. selection based synthesis or simply unit 
selection (Balestri, Pacchiotti, Quazza, Salza and Sanst, 1999). The inventory of 
units used in concatenation has been expanded from the basic diphone scheme. 
There are a number of directions, in which this has been done, for instance changing 
the size of the units, the classification of the units themselves, and the number of 
occurrences of each unit. The quality of the synthesised speech is dependent on the 
corpus itself. It has to be large enough to contain the appropriate units and the 
relevant prosodic variations must be identified in order to keep the manipulations to 
an absolute minimum. Usually the corpus contains a number of such units spoken 
by one speaker (Portele, 1998) if the domain is restricted and sometimes several 
speakers if the domain is unrestricted. 

This thesis discusses some of the problems in creating a unit selection corpus for 
Dutch that will produce a natural sounding output. The research was done at IPO, 
Center for User System Interaction, at the Technical University in Eindhoven, The 
Netherlands in the Spoken Language Interface group. The thesis is a round off of my 
education 'Speech Technology' at the University of Amsterdam, The Netherlands. 

1. 1. Diphone synthesis systems 

For a number of years the diphone has been a popular unit for the speech synthesis 
function of unrestricted text-to-speech systems. Diphones are speech segments cut 
in the stable parts of the phonemes, spanning two half-phonemes and including in 
the middle the phonetic transitions. These small speech units are recorded from a 
human speaker and are concatenated to build the synthetic utterance (Stober, 
Portele, Wagner, and Hess, 1999; Nebbia, Quazza and Salza, 1998; Beutnagel, 
Conkie, Schroeter, Styliano and Syrdal, 1999). 

The modelling on the basis of artificial F0-, energy- and duration parameters applied 
to the synthesis units, results in synthetic speech for unrestricted domains. However, 
even though diphone synthesis systems usually maintain a high level of intelligibility 
and preserve some of the co-articulation, i.e., the effect neighbouring phonemes 
have on the articulation of each other, the naturalness still leaves a great deal to be 
desired (Klabbers, 2000). This is due to the above-mentioned modelling or 
manipulation that changes the phoneme duration and the F0• Another reason is that 
the discontinuities at the phoneme boundaries are often audible as a result of the 
preserved co-articulation. Yet another reason is that these systems have a large 
number of distinct units (depending on language and phone-set chosen) for which it 
is not easy to create sufficiently large databases that contain all the relevant prosodic 
variations and desired co-articulations (van Santen, 1997). 
For these reasons diphone synthesis is not often used in commercial applications. 



1.2. Corpus-based synthesis systems 

The goal of unit selection is to provide a mechanism whereby the best sequence of 
all the pre-recorded speech segments in the database is selected for synthesis. The 
units can either be non-uniform (that is units of variable length such as half-phones, 
phones, diphones or other sized units) or uniform (that is units of similar length) 
(Black and Taylor, 1997). Furthermore, the goal of unit selection is to reduce the 
number of junctions and to reduce signal modifications. In general there is a large 
database of pre-recorded speech with a variable number of sentences from a 
particular class such as declarative sentences, questions, dates, proper names, 
telephone numbers etc. The sentences are segmented, by hand or with 
segmentation software, so that the beginning and the end position of each phoneme 
are known. These are then annotated with relevant prosodic features such as the 
position of stress, accents, boundaries and F0 values (Beutnagel, Mohri and Riley, 
1999). Instead of modelling or manipulating the prosodic parameters of the units, the 
inherent prosodic structure of the recorded speech signal is thus used. Using half
phones as the basic unit allows the selection of units the size of phonemes, 
diphones, syllables or words as appropriate. The synthesis approach is still based 
on the concatenation of pre-recorded units but manipulation is not obligatory. This is 
because the speech corpus should contain each synthesis unit in different prosodic 
settings (Balestri et al., 1999; Beutnagel et al., 1999; Stober et al., 1999; Black & 
Taylor, 1999). If a word is not present in the database it can simply be built up from 
the smaller units. 

The selection of suitable units is often done using cost functions. By using cost 
functions in the search for suitable units the units with the appropriate F0 and duration 
values will be selected after having being compared with several units with different 
pitch, duration and prosodic contexts (Taylor and Black, 1999). This way the 
manipulation of the F0 is practically unnecessary. The phonemes are assigned a 
target cost based on the similarity to the target and a concatenation cost is calculated 
based on how well two units join together. The lower the cost the smoother the 
junction. 

The difference with traditional di phone synthesis is that the selection algorithm 
attempts to select the largest possible units in the database, thereby minimising the 
number of junctions. A cost function is evaluated for each unit combination and the 
sequence of units that have the lowest cost is chosen. This method is usually judged 
to be more natural sounding than diphone synthesis. Although the synthesis 
systems of today are often highly intelligible and prosodically natural, the output still 
lacks the variety of human speech. Campbell (1997) claims that this is because too 
much emphasis has been put on the intelligibility of the text rather than on the 
naturalness of the voice. 
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1.3. Research question 

At this point in time there has not been much research as to exactly what an ideal 
corpus for a corpus-based synthesis should look like. The purpose of this project is 
to investigate this further. 
Where synthesised systems used to be referred to as 'reading machines' it now 
appears that the synthesiser for the largest part will be used as a 'talking machine'. 
In order to have a system that can be used universally, the domain will have to be 
unrestricted and the content and the size of the database are of the utmost 
importance. This is what determines whether the synthesised speech will sound 
natural rather than mechanical. 

The theory is that the larger the database the better the phonetic and prosodic 
coverage will be and the better the output will be. However, van Santen (1997) 
believes even half a billion units will not be enough to produce satisfactory natural 
sounding synthesis for an unrestricted domain system. Contrary to the principle of a 
corpus based synthesis system, he suggests that prosodic modelling is indeed 
necessary to achieve an acceptable degree of naturalness for unrestricted domain 
TTS. However, we intend to avoid any manipulations of the signals or units. 

In order to receive a natural sounding output one must also give some thought to the 
input. To obtain the required natural sounding synthesis it is imperative that the 
source corpus contains natural sounding text, rather than strange and unnatural 
sentences. Campbell (1997) suggests that a continuous reading of a related text, 
such as a short story, reveals the best synthesis. The reader will not have to struggle 
with unusual combinations and rhythms of these sentences when reading and this 
should lead to a more relaxed and spontaneous sounding reader. 

However, if one is working with a restricted domain, different applications may 
require different things; spoken dialogue systems should include prompts containing 
dates, proper names, time expressions, telephone numbers, questions, declarative 
sentences, etc. 

The intention was to create an unrestricted domain speech corpus for Dutch. 
However, this was simply not possible in the short time assigned to do this thesis. 
Furthermore, since this research project began IPO has unfortunately ceased to exist 
as an independent organisation and the majority of the researchers have gone on to 
other challenges elsewhere. In short this means that the work of creating an 
unrestricted speech corpus may or may not be continued, which in turn means that 
the research done during the writing of this thesis possibly will not be used in further 
research. In view of this we have decided to limit the task to create part of a speech 
corpus for Dutch with excellent phonetic and prosodic coverage. 

The Dutch Polyphone Database was used as a reference. The Dutch Polyphone 
corpus contains telephone speech from 5050 Dutch speakers. The corpus contains 
both read and extemporaneous items. Items to be read consisted of isolated digits, 
numbers, a postal code, guilder amounts, time, date, amounts, application words, 
sentences with application word, phonetically rich sentences, spelled words and city 
names. The data were collected in 8-bit A-law digital form, directly off an ISDN 
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telephone line interface (den Os, Boogaart, Boves and Klabbers, 1995 and 
http://www.icp.inpg.fr/Relator/dutch/polydutch.html). 
We will be concentrating on the specifics of the domain of number sequences only. 
We will discuss numbers such as phone numbers, credit card numbers, postal codes, 
amounts, bank account numbers and dates. These number sequences are available 
in the Dutch Polyphone corpus and therefore we do not have to create any material 
ourselves. Just as Taylor and Black (1999) we hope that by concentrating on the 
specifics of a domain, higher quality natural sounding output can be generated. 

The speakers in the Dutch Polyphone corpus are divided into dialect groups. We 
chose the 'NH' (North Holland) dialect group as reference because the speaker that 
was to be used later on was a speaker of that accent. Of the 5050 Dutch speakers 
560 (11 %) were in the 'NH' dialect group. The material that was used in this thesis 
consisted of the following items per speaker: 

1 digit string 
4 natural numbers 
3 guilder amounts 
1 date 
1 time 
3 amounts 
1 postal code 

In order to make sure that all the phonetic realisations of Dutch are contained in the 
database, a good phonetic and prosodic coverage of the intended domain must be 
ensured. Then all the speech segments will need to be labelled but in order to label 
a speech corpus, an index must be produced. This index must identify each phone
sized speech segment by its position in the parent waveform and its prosodic 
attributes. Ideally in order to make the system as widely useable as possible as 
many aspects as possible of the speech corpus should be labelled (see Campbell, 
1996 for further detail). 
The corpus should contain a lot of different segments that occur in different contexts. 
The most important contexts being stress, accent and position in a sentence with 
regards to a phrase boundary and a final phrase boundary. These contexts dictate 
the duration of the individual phonemes and the intonation contour. 

The segmentation was done with an automatic segmentation suite (Pauws 1994 and 
1995) consisting of several software programs (see conclusion and discussion). 
However, because of the time limitation this was not part of my assignment at IPO. 
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2.0. Establishing prosodic structure 

A written sentence consists of a sequence of letters interrupted by spaces and 
punctuation marks like commas and periods. The spaces indicate the beginnings 
and endings of words and the punctuation marks structure a sentence so that it is 
clear to the reader, which major parts of the sentence belong together. The same 
similar structures exist in spoken language, however here they are highlighted by 
means of prosody. In principle, prosody can do much more than the punctuation 
marks in written texts. Prosody means 'what is added to the melody', tune or 
intonation. A speaker can make use of phonetic properties or suprasegmental 
structures such as i.e. loudness, speech melody, prominence and temporal variation 
to convey additional information to the listener. These prosodic phenomena are 
called suprasegmental features because they spread out over domains that are 
larger than the individual sounds and segments. In Dutch prosody only has a lexical 
function with regard to word stress. This means that placing the stress on a different 
syllable in a word can change the meaning of the word, ex. KAnon vs. kaNON. 
The commas that indicate a pause in a written text are non-existent in speech. 
Speech is mostly produced during the time when the air is pressed out of the lungs 
and also during speech air has to be let into the lungs again. The moments where 
this happens are not entirely accidental but coincide with certain structural features in 
the text. Before a pause the speech tempo generally decreases whereas after the 
pause (and after inhaling) the speech tempo generally increases. At the end of a 
'breath group', the speech is also less loud than at the beginning and after inhaling 
the loudness again increases. Thus a pause is a set of instructions to the listener: 
'the words before the pause form one unit and they should not be attempted to be 
connected with the word after the pause'. Prosody is thus used to realise the most 
important function of punctuation, commas etc. (Rietveld & van Heuven, 1997; Ladd, 
1996; Bolinger, 1989; Cruttenden, 1997, Brown et al., 1985). 

There is not just one correct prosodic realisation for a sentence. All sentences can 
be realised prosodically in numerous different ways without one being more correct 
or acceptable than the others. A person who is speaking fast tends to prosodically 
mark fewer boundaries, or mark them differently, than someone who is speaking at a 
lower speech rate. Intonation is also closely related to age, mood, style of speaking, 
interest in the discussed subject, and relationship with the listener, etc. In short this 
means that every single person has his/her own 'sound'. This means that finding 
prosodic features that are common in certain situations and with relations to certain 
subjects is fairly difficult. 
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2. 1. Accent patterns and pitch movements 

When a speaker wishes to communicate that a certain unit is more important than 
others in a sentence, he/she uses accents. When a unit is accented it is thereby 
placed in focus and the listener recognises that this unit is somehow important. 
When a word is accented this is usually accompanied by a pitch movement. When a 
syllable is stressed this does not necessarily have to be accompanied by a pitch 
movement. 

With regards to the acoustic correlates there are a few things that will give away 
whether a unit is accented or not when looking at a spectrogram. First, the word that 
is in focus is more often than not recognisable as the word with the vowel with the 
highest intensity. The average difference in peak intensity between a stressed and 
an unstressed vowel is ca. 5 dB (Rietveld & van Heuven, 1997). However, unless a 
comparison is made between vowels with the same timbre (tone colour) intensity is 
not a very reliable correlate for stress, especially in words that are not accentuated. 
Second, duration is an even better correlate for stress. A stressed syllable lasts ca. 
50% longer than the same unstressed syllable. However, in word final position this 
difference is smaller than in earlier positions because final syllables are always 
lengthened anyhow. Besides in the word final position (vowel) duration is a very 
reliable stress correlate in accented as well as in non-accented words. Please note 
that all sounds in an accented word, the stressed as well as the unstressed syllables, 
last ca. 10% longer than in the non-accented version of the same word (Nooteboom, 
1972; Eefting, 1991 ). This means that the consonants that precede the stressed 
vowels are also lengthened. 

According to 't Hart, Cohen and Collier (1990) five pitch rises (1 to 5) and five pitch 
falls (A to E) can be distinguished in Dutch. These pitch movements are not basic 
intonation patterns of Dutch but rather the building blocks of such patterns. There 
are several restrictions with regard to their concatenation into complete intonation 
contours. The grammar describes a basic configuration (ROOT) that is the only 
obligatory part of the contour. The basis consists of one or two movements: 1 A 
(punthoed), 4A, 3C, 1 E, 1 and 2. These ROOT configurations can be preceded by 
zero or more PREFIX configurations and followed by the SUFFIX configuration 2. 
Any contour can be described by the following rule: 

Contour ~ (Prefix)° Root (Suffix), where n indicates recursiveness. 

One global attribute in Dutch is the tendency of Fa to decrease slowly from beginning 
to end of an utterance. This tendency is called declination and is partially caused by 
the fact that the lungs slowly empty of air when speaking. This causes the pressure 
under the vocal cords to decrease, which causes the vocal cords to vibrate more 
slowly ('t Hart et al, 1990; Strik and Boves, 1994). A correct Dutch prosody consists 
of a combination of the ten rises and falls, super positioned on the lower regression 
line (superposition mode~. Between the movements the Fa falls gradually on the 
lower regression line or - after a rise - on the upper regression line. The movements 
that are used to indicate a phrase boundary are the rise 2 and the fall B. The 
movements that are used for accent or stress are the rises 1 and 3 and the falls A, C 
and E. For further detail see H. Strik and E. Konst (1992). · 
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When looking at a pitch contour it is usually fairly easy to pick out the parts of the 
sentence that are accented. When a word is accented one often sees a rising or 
falling pitch contour. However, sometimes the accented word or the stressed syllable 
follows immediately after a rise in pitch or just before. In the three intonation patterns 
used by Rump (1996) he found that only in the case of a rise-fall, the high pitch level 
is necessarily in the stressed syllable. This means, surprisingly enough, that 
sometimes the high pitch is placed in an unstressed syllable. Thus listeners do not 
only judge prominence on the basis of a high pitch level, but rather on pitch level 
differences (Rump, 1996). This in turn means that listeners use a low-pitched 
reference and judge the high pitch levels against this reference in order to determine 
which syllable or word is the most prominent. It is however not clear which low pitch 
levels are chosen as a reference. This means that intonation as a whole is 
sometimes more important to listeners than accent or stress. 
't Hart, Collier and Cohen (1990) also found that intonation takes precedence over 
accentuation in determining the shape of the pitch contour, but it allows the actual 
distribution and timing of the pitch movements to follow the actual demands. 

Even though we all have our own distinct way of pronouncing say telephone numbers 
there are some features, such as final lengthening and fully pronouncing vowels 
which are stressed, that are common for everyone. It is these common pronunciation 
patterns that I have strived to structure in the following paragraphs i.e. in the 
pronunciation of telephone numbers, dates, bank account numbers etc. All of the 
above mentioned clues to stress, accent and so forth are to be taken into account 
when the next step of this thesis is to be carried out: establishing a prosodic pattern 
for the pronunciation of the earlier mentioned numbers. 

We hope that by concentrating on the specifics of a restricted domain, higher quality 
natural sounding output can be generated. We hope to achieve this by firstly 
developing a corpus for appropriately restricted target domains and then link them 
together into one large corpus. 

For the reasons mentioned in paragraph 1.3 we have decided to limit ourselves to 
the most common every day numbers such as telephone numbers (2.2), currency 
amounts (2.3), dates (2.4), credit card numbers (2.5), bank account numbers (2.6), 
postal codes (2.7) and the time (2.8). Hopefully a common denominator will show by 
which more numbers can be generated with the same units used for the above
mentioned number sequences. 

The pronunciation patterns and forms in the tables in the paragraphs 2.2 to 2.8 were 
conceived in the following manner: Firstly, I listened to i.e. telephone numbers from 
the Polyphone corpus and looked at the prosodic pattern of each number. After a 
while I recognized that some of the pronunciation manners were similar. I compared 
the extracted pitch tiers of each number in 'PRAAT; (a system for doing phonetics by 
computer by Paul Boersma and David Weenink, 1992-1998). If one certain 
pronunciation type was used at least ten times by different speakers it was selected 
as being frequent and entered in a table as an independent form. The different types 
of pronunciation patterns were based on a minimum of ten to twenty-one 
observations of each type of-pronunciation pattern or manner. The postal codes that 
I listened to and looked at were all pronounced in the same manner with no 
exception. After having transcribed six postal codes that all had the same 
pronunciation pattern, and listening to some more I decided to use that one 
pronunciation pattern as the acceptable postal code pronunciation form. The forms 
in the tables in the paragraphs 2.2 to 2.8 are visual reflections of the pronunciations 
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chosen by the 'NH' speakers in the Polyphone Database. The important thing is that 
some forms are obviously more frequent and acceptable than others. It is these 
forms that have been captured in the tables below. 

2.2. Telephone numbers 

How are telephone numbers pronounced? There are many different kinds of phone 
numbers and each one of them will need to be investigated thoroughly in terms of the 
prosodic structure (which intonation pattern), the syntax (which numbers) and 
pronunciation possibilities. Let me first distinguish between service numbers and 
other numbers. In the Netherlands there are four different kinds of service numbers: 

0800 - free information 
0900 - paid information 
0909 - paid amusement 
0906 - paid erotic amusement and chat boxes 

Ex.1: 0800-0402 is pronounced nul acht honderd nul vier nul twee. 

This can be presented schematically as [1] [1] [100] [1] [1] [1] [1] where [1] is a digit 
(0-9), [10] represent tens (10-14) and [100] represent hundreds. The prosodic 
structure of the number can be transcribed as follows: 

"nul acht "honderd I "nul vier I "nul twee Ill// 

The" indicates accent, I indicates a phrase boundary and///// indicates a final phrase 
boundary. 

Furthermore there are the 06 - numbers that are mobile phone numbers, buzzers or 
semaphones, and finally the 'normal' numbers. The normal numbers begin with an 
area code containing three or four digits followed by either seven or six digits. The 
first digit of the area code in a 'normal' telephone number is always a zero and the 
second digit of the area code and the first digit of the subscriber's number are never 
a zero. The 0800 and the 09XX numbers can contain between 4 and 7 digits after 
the area code and the 06-numbers usually have 8 digits after the area code '06'. 
The different types of phone numbers and their prosodic and schematic form are 
listed in the table below. 
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Table 1. Prosodic and schematic representation o te ephone numbers. 
Type Form Prosodic structure Schematic representation 
0800/0900 nr's. 0800-04 02 "nu! acht "honderd I "nu! vier I [I] [I] [IOO] [l] [l] [l] [I] 

"nu! twee///// 

0900-202 54 45 

0900-212 54 45 

0900-6 I 404 59 

0900-60 65 146 

0909 and 0906 0909-22 03 
nr's 

Mobile nr' s. 

XXX
XXXXXXX 

0909-22 03 

0909-6I4 04 59 

0909-61 404 59 

0909-60 65 146 

06-22 03 29 19 

06-22 03 29 19 

06-220 32 919 

06-22 032 919 

06-220 329 19 

0 20-614 04 59 

0 20-6I4 04 59 

0 20-6 I 404 59 

0 20-60 65 146 

or 
"nul negen "honderd I "twee nul 
"twee I "vijf vier I "vier vijf ///// 
or 
"nu! negen "honderd I "twee 
twaalf I "vier en vijftig I "vijf en 
veertig ///// 
or 
"nu! negen "honderd I "een en 
zestig I "vier nu! "vier I "negen 
en vijftig ///// 
or 
"nu! negen "honderd I "zestig I 
"vijf en zestig I "een zes en 
veertig ///// 

"nu! negen nul "negen I "twee 
twee I "nul drie ///// 
or 
"nu! negen nul "negen I "twee en 
twintig I "nul drie ///// 

"nul negen nu! "negen I "zes een 
"vier I "nul vier I "vijf negen ///// 
or 
"nu! negen nu! "negen I "een en 
zestig I "vier nu! "vier I "negen 
en vijftig ///// 
or 
"nu! negen nu! "negen I "zestig I 
"vijf en zestig I "een zes en 
veertig ///// . 

[l] [I] [100] [I] [l] [l] [I] [I] [I] 
[1] 

[I] [l] [IOO] [l] [10] [l] en [10] [I] 
en [IO] 

[l] [l] [IOO] [l] en [10] [I] [l] [1] 
[I] en [IO] 

[l] [l] [IOO] [10] [I] en [10] [l] [1] 
en [IO] 

[l] [l] [I] [I] [l] [I] [I] [I] 

[I] [l] [I] [1] [I] en [IO] [1] [I] 

[l] [1] [l] [1] [1] [1] [l] [I] [l] [1] 
[l] 

[I] [l] [1] [l] [l] en [IO] [1] [l] [I] 
[l] en [IO] 

[I] [l] [1] [l] [10] [I] en [10] [1] 
[1] en [IO] 

nu! "zes I "twee twee I "nu! drie [l] [1] [1] [I] [1] [I] [I] [I] [1] [I] 
I "twee negen I "een negen ///// 
or 
nu! "zes I "twee en twintig I "nu! 
drie I "negen en twintig I 
"negentien ///// 
of 
nu! "zes I "twee twintig I "twee 
en dertig I "negen negentien ///// 
or 
nu! "zes I "twee en twintig I "nu! 
twee en dertig I "negen 
negentien ///// 
or 
nul "zes I "twee twintig I "drie 
negen en twintig I "negentien 
/Ill/ 

[I] [I] [I] en [10] [I] [I] [I] en 
[IO] [IO] 

[I] [I] [l] [IO] [I] en [IO] [l] [IO] 

[I] [1] [I] en [10] [l] [I] en [10] 
[I] [IO] 

[I] [I] [1] [IO] [I] [I] en [10] [IO] 

nul "twintig I "zes een "vier I [1](10] [I] [I] [I] [I] [I] [1] [1] 
"nu! vier! "vij f negen ////I 
or 
nul "twintig I "zes veertien I "nu! 
vier I "neg en en vij ftig ///// 
or 
nu! "twintig I "een en zestig I 
"vier nu! "vier I "negen en vijftig 
Ill// 
nu! "twintig I "zes nu! I "zes viif 
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[I] [IO] [I] [IO] [l] [I] [I] en [10] 

[l] [IO] [1] en [10] [l] [l] [l] [I] 
en [IO] 

[I] [IO] [I] [I] [I] [I] [I] [I] [I] 



I "een vier "zes ///// 
or 

0 74-60 65 146 nu! vier en "zeventig I "zestig I [l] [l] en [10] [10] [l] en [10] [l] 
"vijf en zestig I "een zes en [I] en [10] 
veertig ///// 

XXXX- 0318-5 13391 "nu! drie een "acht I "vijf een I [l] [l] [l] [l] [l] [l] [l] [l] [l] [l ] 
xxxxxx "drie drie I "negen een ///// 

or 
0338-62 62 84 "nu! drie acht en "dertig I "twee [l] [l] [l] en [10] [l] en [10] [l] en 

en zestig I "twee en zestig I "vier [10] [l] en [10] 
en tachtig ///// 
or 

0318-513 391 "nu! drie een "acht I "vijf dertien [l] [l] [l] [l] [l] [10] [l] [l] en 
I "drie een en negentig ///// [10] 

When pronouncing telephone numbers the individual numbers can usually be divided 
into three pronunciation blocks with different forms: 

• A neutral form, usually with a neutral pitch (----?) 
• A continuing form, usually with a rising pitch (i) 
• A terminator form with a falling pitch ( J,) 

Within these three categories different versions of the digits or numbers exist i.e. with 
or without accent. 

The numbers occurring before a space, i.e. between the area code and the phone 
number, are pronounced using the continuing form signalling a space and indicating 
that more is to come. Only the last digit in the number is pronounced using the 
terminator form indicating the end of a string. The first digit in a 2-digit cluster is 
usually pronounced using a rising pitch and the continuing form. The second digit is 
usually pronounced using the neutral form. When three digits in a telephone number 
(i.e. the first three digits after the area code or before the last cluster) are pronounced 
together, as separate digits, the second digit is pronounced in a lower pitch than the 
first digit (for contrast) and the third digit is pronounced using the continuing form and 
stress (see Ex.1 ). However, if the last three digits of a number are clustered and 
pronounced as separate digits, the second last digit is prolonged (pre-boundary 
lengthening) and the last digit is pronounced using the terminator form i.e. Ex.3) with 
a falling pitch and stress. 

After listening to the telephone numbers in the corpus and examining their pitch 
contours I have attempted to make a generalisation of the pitch movements within 
the telephone numbers and their different pronunciation patterns. The arrows 
represent the observed pitch movements and the digits written in bold to the right of 
the telephone numbers are pronounced with an accent. 

Ex.1 020 - 61 4 0 4 5 9 
----? r t----? t t----? ti 

Ex.2 0 20 - 6 1 40 4 5 9 
----? t t----? t----? t t j, 

is pronounced: nul twintig, zes een vier, nul 
vier,vijf negen. 

is pronounced: nul twintig, zes een, vier nul 
vier, vijf negen. 
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Ex:3 0 4 en 70- 6 1 4 0 459 
i --t --t i i --t i --t i -ti 

is pronounced: nul vier en zeventig, zes een, 
vier nul, vier vijf negen. 

Ex:4 0 3 1 8-5 en 30 9 en 60 0 8 is pronounced: nul drie een acht, vijf en dertig, 
i--t--t i i --ti --t i j, negen en zestig, nul acht. 

Ex:5 0 900 - 202 5 4 4 5 
i--t i i--ti i--t jj, 

Ex:6 0 9 0 9 - 61 4 0 4 5 9 
i --t--t i i --ti i --t i j, 

Ex:7 06- 2 2 0 3 2 9 4 9 
-ti i--t i--t i--t i j, 

is pronounced: nul negen honderd, twee nul 
twee, vijf vier, vier vijf. 

is pronounced: nul negen nul negen, zes een 
vier, nul vier, vijf negen. 

is pronounced: nul zes, twee twee, nul drie, 
twee acht, vier negen. 

The ---+ represents a neutral pitch, j represent a rising pitch and l represent a falling 
pitch as earlier described. When two of the same arrows follow each other on either 
side of a pause it simply means that the pitch remains at about the same level. 

The area codes that do not end in a zero i.e. 07g have a different pitch contour than 
the area codes that do end on a zero i.e. 020. In an area code that ends on a zero 
the initial O is never stressed. In a 3-digit area code that does not end on a zero 
(072) the first digit 'nul' is pronounced using a raised pitch (and stress). This is 
followed by a drop in pitch on the 'twee en' followed by a rise in pitch (and stress) on 
'zeventig' (nul twee en zeventig). In the rest of the telephone number it is always the 
first digit of a cluster that is stressed. As opposed to the three digit area code the 
initial zero in the area code of the four digit area code numbers is always stressed, 
followed by a fall and then a rise again on the last digit; '30' in Figure 1. 

50 
Tf0951 nh. nr.4: Four digit area code 0338 

40 

"N 
I 

30 ->. 
(.) 
c: 
Q) 
::J 

20 O" 
Q) .._ 
u. 

10 

3 8 en 30 

0 0.4568 0.9136 1.370 1.827 2.284 
Time (s) 

Figure 1. Accent lending rise on the initial zero and again on the last number in the area 
code '30'. In this case the accent coincides with the rise in pitch contour. 
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After the area code (three as well as four digit area codes) there is always a prosodic 
pause. The length of the pause depends on the speech rate of the speaker. In the 
example inserted below (Figure 2) the pause between area code and telephone 
number is ca. 0,6 seconds. In the number sequences that I examined the average 
pause between area code and telephone number was 0,33 seconds. 

40 

'N 
6 30 
~ 
c: 
a.> 
5- 20 
~ 

LL 

0 0.7504 

Tf0936nh. nr.5: 010 436 10 44 

10 4 40 

1.501 2.251 3.002 3.752 
Time (s) 

Figure 2. The pause between area code and telephone number is ca. 0,6 seconds, 
depending on the speech rate of the speaker. 

Melodic discontinuity is established by the fact that after the boundary between area 
code and telephone number, the pitch resumes at a different level. After the area 
code has been pronounced the prosodic pause is used to lower or raise the pitch i.e. 
marking the boundary melodically. Another type of melodic discontinuity in Dutch is 
a reset of the lower regression line. This can be operationalised as 'rapid jumps of 
the baseline' ('t Hart et al., 1990) 

The 0900, the 0800 and the 06 numbers were not available in the Polyphone speech 
corpus. Therefore their pronunciation patterns in the table above are not based on 
actual speech material examples but they are a construction based on the 
pronunciation patterns of the telephone numbers of the 3-digit area code and the 4-
digit area code types. This because these numbers are of the same type meaning 
they all contain 7 to 8 digits after the area code and therefore are likely to reveal 
some of the same pronunciation patterns 

Please note that there are of course several different ways of pronouncing telephone 
numbers. However, as I mentioned earlier I have chosen to limit the tables to only 
contain the most common variations (based on at least ten observations per 
pronunciation type and different speakers) in terms of whether the numbers are 
pronounced as digits, tens or hundreds etc. 

We can conclude the following: in order to cover all the pronunciation variations 
revealed by the above mentioned observations we need to record the digits 0 to 20, 
30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100 in all the following 'versions': 
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• Neutral form with a neutral pitch for the 2nd digit in a 2-digit cluster and a 3-digit 
cluster when digits are pronounced separately 

• Accented continuing form with a rising pitch for digits before a phrase boundary 
(the area code) and for the first digit in 2-digit clusters following the area code. 
Also for the first and last digit in a 4-digit area code and the first and the last digit 
in a 3-digit cluster except if last in number sequence 

• Terminator form with a falling pitch for the last digit in a telephone number 
• Accented terminator form for the last digit in a telephone number when 

pronouncing 3 digits separately 

After 20 the numbers in Dutch can be constructed by one of the numbers from 1 to 
10 plus a [10) i.e. one and twenty: 'een en twintig' (21 ). 

2.3. Currency Amounts 

Yet another kind of number sequence we would like to have in the database is 
currency amounts. In Dutch there are different ways of pronouncing such amounts. 
Some people pronounce the 'comma' in between the integer number and the fraction 
and some people use the denominations i.e. 'gulden' and 'cent'. The comma 
between the integer number and the fraction is however not usually pronounced and 
the denominator is usually only pronounced in combination with an integer number 
(gulden) or with amounts smaller than 1 guilder (cent). 

Ex: Fl. 15,75 is pronounced vijftien vijf en zeventig 

(The prosodic structure is as follows: "vijftien I "vijf en zeventig /////. This can be 
schematically represented as [1) [10) [1) en [10).) 

Ex: Fl. 8927 is pronounced acht duizend negen honderd zeven en twintig gulden. 

The prosodic structure is as follows: "acht duizend I "negen honderd I "zeven en 
twintig gulden/////. This can be schematically represented as [1) [1000) [1) [100) [1) 
en [10) gulden. 

However, if the comma is pronounced then it has the neutral form, with a neutral 
pitch and without an accent. The last digit or number of the integer part before the 
comma is pronounced using the continuing form with a slightly rising pitch and with 
an accent. The different types of amounts and their prosodic and schematic form are 
listed in the table below. After the comma the number part is likewise pronounced 
with the continuing form a rising pitch and an accent and 'cent' is pronounced with 
the terminator form. 

T bl 2 P a e roso d" d h f h 1c an sc emat1c representation o t e pronunc1at1on o amounts. 
Type Form Prosodic structure Schematic representation (incl. 

Denominations) 
Fl. 0-0,99 Dfl 0,55 "vijf en viiftig cent///// [1] en [10] cent 
Fl. 1-9,99 Dfl. 5,75 "vi if I "vijf en zeventig ///// [1] [1] en [10] 
Fl. 10, 99,99 Dfl. 75,75 "Vijf en zeventig/ "vijf en [1] en [10] [1] en [10] 
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zeventig ///// 
100-199,99 Dfl. 115,75 Honderd "vijftien I "vijf en [100] [10) [l] en [10) 

zeventig ///// 
200-999,99 Dfl. 265,86 "twee honderd I "vijf en zestig [2] [100] [l] [10) komma [l] en [10) 

I komma "zes en tachtig ///// 
1000-9999,99 Dfl. 8927,75 "Acht duizend I "negen [l] [1000] [I] [100] [I] en [10) kom.ma 

honderd I "zeven en twintig I [I] en [10) 
komma "vijf en zeventig ///// 

10000, 20000, Dfl. 6471 "Zes duizend I "vier honderd I [l] [1000) [l] [100) [I] [10) gulden 
30000, 40000 enz. "een en zeventig gulden///// 
21000-oneindig Dfl. 89434 "negen en tachtig "duizend I [l] en [10) [1000] [l] [100] [I] [10 

"vier honderd I "vier en dertig gulden 
gulden///// 

In Table 2 in the amount DFL. 265,86 one can see that the accent is on 'vijf', 
however 'zestig' is still pronounced with the continuing form only without an accent. 
See also Example 8 and Example 9 below. 
When pronouncing amounts the same four forms as mentioned under telephone 
numbers are used; 

• Neutral form with a neutral pitch 
• Continuing form with a rising pitch, no accent 
• Continuing form with a rising pitch and accent 
• Terminator form with a falling pitch 

Ex.1: "[1] [1000] I 
I ~ 

Ex.2: "[1 O] [1000] I 
I ~ 

Ex.3: "[1] en [1 O] "[1000] I 
I ~ I 

Ex.4: "[1] [100] I "[1] en [10] gulden 11111 
I ~ I ~ J, 

Ex.5: [100] en "[1] gulden 11111 
~ ~ I J, 

Ex.6: [100] "[1] en [10] gulden 11111 
~ I~ ~ J, 

Ex.7: "[1] gulden 11111 
I J, 

Ex.8: ... "[1] en [1 O] I komma ..... 
1~ I ~ 

Ex.9: I komma "[1] en [10] cent 11111 
~ 1~ ~ J, 

vijf duizend I· .. 

vijftien duizend I· .. 

negen en tachtig duizend I· .. 

drie honderd I "negen en tachtig gulden 

honderd en drie gulden 

honderd een en tachtig gulden 

zeven gulden 

. .. vier en vijftig I komma ... 

.. ·I komma vier en vijftig cent 
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When a denominator is pronounced, i.e. cent or gulden, the last digit in the integer 
number is pronounced with the continuing form with a rising pitch i.e. 50 before the 
comma in '8 en 50 comma 2 en 60'. The denominator is pronounced with the 
terminator form. In case of an amount where 'en' is inserted in the first cluster i.e. 
89434 gulden (pronounced "negen en tachtig "duizend I ''vier honderd I "vier en 
dertig gulden /////) the first cluster is pronounced much like the four digit area code 
mentioned above under telephone numbers. 
All digits before a phrase boundary are pronounced using the neutral form with a 
neutral pitch except when 'comma' is used and when 'en' is part of the number. The 
digits I denominator before a final phrase boundary are pronounced using the 
terminator form. The rest of the digits are pronounced using the neutral form. See 
Figure 4 for an example of the pronunciation patterns described. 

Tf0981 nh. nr. 3: 4389 Poolse Zlotys 
50 

40 

"N 
I 

30 ->. 
u 
c 
Q) 
::::J 

20 C" 
Q) .... 
u. 

10 

4 1000 3 100 9 en 80 poolse zlotys 

0 0.7372 1.474 2.212 2.949 3.686 
Time (s) 

Figure 4. This is an example of the pronunciation patterns described above - see Ex. 1 and 
Ex. 4. In this example Polish Zlotys are used. 

For the pronunciation of amounts, the same versions of the digits are needed as for 
telephone numbers. However, for the amounts we also need numbers in the [1000) 
and [100.000) category. 

2.4. Dates 

One cannot get around using numbers when pronouncing a date. Therefore we 
chose also to include dates in the database to be created. The numbers are 
obviously limited to consist of the numbers from 1 to 31. After the number follows the 
name of the month, either pronounced as the number of the month ( 1-12) or the 
name of the month (January-December). Whether to use the name of the day before 
the number itself is optional (Monday through Sunday). 
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Ex:1 31 januari is pronounced een en dertig januari. 

The prosodic structure is: "een en dertig "januari /////, and the schematic 
representation is: [1] en [1 O] januari. 

Usually the year is not mentioned unless it is somehow significant. The years before 
the year 2000 are pronounced using a different pitch pattern than the years after the 
year 2000. This is because the [100] in 19-hundred years is not usually pronounced 
whereas the years from 2000 and after are all pronounced with the [1000]. 

Ex:1 1982 is pronounced negentien twee en tachtig. The prosodic structure is: 
negentien ''twee en tachtig ///// 

Ex:2 2001 is pronounced twee duizend een. The prosodic structure is: twee 
duizend "een ///// 

T bl 3 P a e roso 1c an d h r t r sc ema 1c represen a ion o f th · r e pronunc1a ion o f d t a es an d years. 
Type Form Prosodic structure Schematic representation 
1-31 27 iuni "zeven en twintig "iuni 11111 [1] en [lO]juni 
1-31 16-08 "zestien "acht 11111 [1] [10] [1] 
1-3000 *dag 29 juli 1997 "maandag I "negen en twintig ·~uli I *dag [1] en [10] juli [1] [10] [1] en 

negentien "zeven en negentig 11111 [10] 
1-3000 5 apriJ 2001 "vi if april I twee duizend "een 11111 [1] april [l] [1000] [1] 
1-100 5 november '92 "vi if november I "twee en negentig 11111 [1] november [1] en [10] 
Maandag *dag, 3 januari "maandag I "drie januari I "twee *dag [l] januari [l] [1000] 
-zondag 2000 duizend 11111 

When looking at Table 3 it becomes evident that when 'en' is inserted in the number 
of the date i.e. 27 of June (pronounced "zeven en twintig "juni /////)this is pronounced 
much like in the four-digit area code mentioned above under telephone numbers and 
amounts. 

If the day of the week is pronounced before the number itself it is always stressed 
and the number itself is also always stressed. 
When pronouncing the year 2000 the accent is placed on the '2' as it is placed on 
'19' when pronouncing the year 1900. In the years 2001-2020 the accent is placed 
on the last digit i.e. on 1 O (ten) in the year 201 O or on 1 in 2001. Hereafter the 
numbers are combinations of other digits i.e. the number '21' one and twenty 'een en 
twintig' where the stress lies on the 'een' (one). 
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Tf0631 nh. nr.5: 5 november '92 
50 

40 

N' 
E. 30 
>. 
(.) 
c 
Q) 
::I 

20 C" 
Q) ..... 

LL 

10 

5 november 2 en 90 

0 0.4288 0.8576 1.286 1 . 715 2.144 
Time (s) 

Figure 5. This is an example of the pronunciation of a year without pronouncing the (100] in 
front of it i.e. '92. The accent lies on the number itself '5' and the '2' in '92. This is 
very typical of the ways of pronouncing dates and years up to (and not including) 
2000. 

Figure 5 is an example of how the year 1992 is shortened in such a way that only 92 
is pronounced (twee en negentig) and the '2' is stressed. Also the date '5' is 
accented. This is very typical when pronouncing a date and a year. 

Tf0864nh: donderdag, 20 2 1992 
50 

40 

N' 
E. 
>. 

30 
(.) 

c 
Q) 
::I 

20 C" 
Q) ..... 

LL 

10 

donderdag 20 2 19 

0 0.6887 1.377 2.066 2.755 3.443 
Time (s) 

Figure 6. This is an example of how the '2' is still accented even though in this case the year 
is pronounced in full. When a day is pronounced it is always accented and so is 
the number itself, in this case '20'. 

In Figure 6 it is clear how the name of the day is accented when pronounced. Even 
though the year is pronounced in full (negentien twee en negentig), not including the 
[100] though, as opposed to the example in Figure 5, the accent still lies on the '2' in 
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1992. The number of the date itself is also accented which is always the case as 
stated above. 

Tf0820nh: 5 april 2001 

5 

0 0.4676 0.9352 1.403 1.870 2.338 
Time (s) 

Figure 7. This is an example of how the '1' is accented when pronouncing the year 2001. 
The same would be the case if the year 1901 was pronounced meaning that the '1' 
would be accented and the '19' would be unaccented. 

Figure 7 is an example of how an accent is placed on the '1' in the year 2001. As 
mentioned above the last digit is always accented when pronouncing the years from 
2001 to 2020 as well as the years 1901 to 1920 etc. 

This means that when pronouncing dates we can use the same versions as 
mentioned under telephone numbers. 

• A neutral form with a neutral pitch - specifically for the '19' in i.e. 1997 and the '2' 
in 2000. Also as in 'een en twintig juli' 

• Accented continuing form with a rising pitch for the first digit in a cluster and the 
last unit in a cluster pronounced as a 4 digit area code (i.e. 7 en 20 juni) or the 
months pronounced as numbers 1 to 12, however NOT if last in sentence 

• A terminator form with a falling pitch for the last digit in the number i.e. '90' in 92 
(twee en negentig) 

• An accented terminator form with a falling pitch for the last digit in the years 2001 
to 2020 and all the years ending on a (1 O] i.e. the years 1930, 1540, 2050 etc and 
months if last in sentence 

The numbers that will need to be recorded are 1 to 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 
100, 1000. Many of these numbers will already be available from the recordings of 
the telephone numbers and currency amounts. Apart from the numbers I also intend 
to record the days of the week Monday through Sunday and the names of the 
months January through December. 
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2.5. Credit card numbers 

In the Netherlands, credit card numbers usually contain 14-16 digits. This number 
cannot begin with a zero. A credit card number is usually pronounced in clusters of 
four digits, each digit pronounced separately. However, the visual representation of 
the number plays a significant role in how the credit card number is pronounced i.e. 
48 28 27 89 28 92 or 4828 2789 2892. This is however true for all numbers. 
Ex:1 46 28 04 54 56 25 49 68 is pronounced vier zes twee acht nul vier vijf vier vijf 
zes twee vijf vier negen zes acht. 

There are many other - individual - ways of pronouncing a credit card number. 
However, the second type in table 4 is by far the most common. 

T bl 4 P a e d' d h f h d' roso 1c an sc emat1c representation o t e pronunc1at1on o ere 1t car d b num ers. 
Type Form Prosodic structure Schematic representation 
0-9 46 28 04 54 56 25 49 68 "vier zes I "twee acht I "nu! vier I [1] [1] [1] [1] [1] [1] [1] [1] [1] [1] 

"vijf vier I "vijf zes/ "twee vijf I [1] [1] [1] [1] [1] [1] 
"vi er negen I "zes acht ///// 

0-9 4628 0454 5625 4968 "Vier zes twee "acht/ "nu! vier [I] [I] [I] [I] [I] [1] [1] [I] [I] [1] 
vijf "vier I "vijf zes twee "vijf I [I] [1] [I] [l] [1] [l] 
"vier negen zes "acht ///// 

The second example in Table 4 resembles the way of pronouncing a 4-digit area 
code (telephone number) in terms of the pitch movements. The clusters of four digits 
are pronounced using an accent on the first and the last digit (both rising pitch) in the 
cluster. In case of using the pronunciation pattern in the first example in Table 4 the 
first digit in the clusters of two digits is pronounced with an accent and the second 
digit is pronounced using a neutral form and pitch. An example of the two 
pronunciation types in Table 4 can be seen below: 

Ex.:1 2 2 4 3 1 7 1 9 31 0 8 50 02 
t-t i-tt-t t-ti-t t-t i-tiJ. 

Ex. :2 4 1 0 9 9 2 7 0 3 7 6 7 8 4 1 5 
i -t-t i i -t-t i i -t-t i i -t-tJ. 

is pronounced: twee twee, vier drie, een 
zeven, een negen, drie een, nul acht, 
vijf nul, nul twee 

is pronounced: vier een nul negen, 
negen twee zeven nul, drie zeven zes 
zeven, acht vier een vijf 

Note that in case of a four-digit cluster the last cluster also follows the pattern found 
under telephone numbers (Example 3) where the first digit is pronounced using an 
accent and a rising pitch and the following digits are pronounced using a neutral 
pitch, however in this case the last digit is stressed. 

The recorded versions needed for pronouncing credit card numbers are: 

• Accented continuing form with a rising pitch for the first digit in a two-digit cluster 
and for the first and the last digit in a 4-digit cluster, except the last cluster 
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• Neutral form with a neutral pitch for the second digit in a two-digit cluster and the 
two middle digits in the four-digit clusters 

• Terminator form (falling pitch) for the last digit in the last two-digit cluster 
• Accented terminator form for the last digit in the last four-digit cluster 

Please note the difference in accent when pronouncing the last cluster; when 
pronouncing the digits two by two it is always the first digit that receives an accent. 
However, when pronouncing the digits four by four then both the first and last digit 
receives stress. 
Since none of the speakers that I listened to in the Polyphone speech corpus 
pronounced the credit card number in any other way than using single digits this 
means that we only need to record the digits from 0 to 9. Obviously we could 
probably find someone who would think it perfectly normal to pronounce a credit card 
number in a different way than using single digits. However in order to limit the 
database to contain the most common possibilities we have chosen to only take the 
two examples in Table 4 into account. According to the principles of unit selection it 
should be possible to build the other versions from smaller units if they don't already 
exist in the database should it become necessary. 

2.6. Bank account numbers 

In the Netherlands, bank account numbers do not contain a fixed number of digits. It 
can be anything between six and twelve digits. However, the first digit of a bank 
account number cannot be a zero. The different forms of bank account numbers and 
their most common prosodic forms are listed in Table 5. These were obtained by 
listening to the Dutch Polyphone corpus as mentioned earlier. 

Table 5. Prosodic and schematic representation of the pronunciation of bank account 
numbers. 
Type Form Prosodic structure Schematic representation 
0-9 912624 "negen een I "twee zes I "twee [l] [l] [l] [l] [l] [l] 
(6digits) vier///// 
0-9 8 3 5 88 53 "acht I drie I "vijf I "acht acht I [l] [l] [l] [l] [l] [l] [l] 
(?digits) "vijf drie ///// 

or 
40 95 3 1 5 "vier nul I "negen vijf I "drie I een [l] [l] [l] [l] [l] [l] [I] 

I" vijf ///// 
0-9 41584742 "vier een I "vijf acht I "vier zeven [l] [l] [l] [l] [l] [l] [l) [l) 
(8digits) I "vier twee Ill// 
0-9 813940729 "acht een I "drie negen I "vier nul [l) [l) [l] [l] [1) [l) [I) [1) [l] 
(9digits) I '"zeven I twee I "negen ///// 
0-9 79 95 09 24 32 "zeven negen I ' 'negen vijf I "nu] [1] [l] [l] [l] [l] [l] [l] [l] [l] [1] 
(lOdigits) negen I "twee vier I "drie twee 

//Ill 
0-9 6 6 7 94 59 66 29 "zes I zes I "zeven I "ne"en vier I 

. " [l] [l] [l] [l] [l) [l] [l) [l] [l] [l] 
(l ldigits) "vijf negen I "zes zes I "twee [l] 

negen ///// 
or 

75 27 33 00 1 9 7 "zeven vijf I "twee zeven I "drie [1] [l) [1] [l] [l) [1] [l] [1] [l] [l) 
drie I "nul nul I "een I negen [1) 
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"zeven ///// 
0-9 16 35 21 85 46 22 '·een zes I "drie vij f I "twee een I [1] [l] [l] [l] [1] [l] [l] [l] [l] [l] 
(12digits) "acht vijf I "vier zes I "twee twee [1] [1] 

Ill// 

In very few cases the numbers ( <1 O) were pronounced as a [1 O] number i.e. 'een en 
tachtig', 'negen en dertig' etc. However, most people in the Polyphone database 
pronounced each digit separately. If for a moment we consider the credit card 
numbers this seems rather strange. Why does the same person never use [1 O] when 
pronouncing a credit card number when they sometimes use it when they pronounce 
their bank account number. Could it be that the bank account number is more 
familiar to people because they use it more often than their credit card number and 
therefore they vary the pronunciation more readily? Or is it just the opposite meaning 
the more familiar the more fixed the pronunciation? Or was it simply because the 
numbers were printed two by two digits whereas credit card numbers are printed four 
by four digits and therefore the speakers chose to pronounce them this way? 

In a six-digit account number the digits are clustered two by two. An accent is placed 
on the first digit in each cluster. 
When the account number contains seven digits these are clustered two by two and 
the remaining three digits are pronounced separately. An accent is then placed on 
the first and the last of the three digits i.e. on '8' and '5' in the first seven-digit 
example in Table 5 and on '3' and '5' in the second example. As can be seen in 
Table 5, the three digits are pronounced either at the beginning of the number or at 
the end and never in the middle. 
Numbers with eight digits are usually pronounced two by two digits at a time. Again 
an accent is placed on the first digit in a cluster. 
A bank account number containing 9 digits follows the pattern of the numbers with 7 
digits i.e. it is pronounced two by two and the last or the first three digits separately. 

Usually the speaker will start pronouncing a number clustering the digits two by two 
and at the end when it becomes evident that there are three digits left and not two 
these three digits are pronounced separately placing an accent on the first and the 
last of the three digits. 

The recorded versions needed for pronouncing bank account numbers are: 

• Accented continuing form with a rising pitch for the first digit in a 2-digit cluster 
and the first and the last digit of the 3 separately pronounced digits only if they 
are in the beginning of a number. 

• Neutral form with a neutral pitch for the second separately pronounced digit of the 
three separately pronounced digits and the second digit in a 2-digit cluster 

• Accented terminator form with a falling pitch for the last of the three separately 
pronounced digits if they are pronounced last in the number 

• Terminator form for the last digit in the number except for the last digit when 3 
digits are pronounced separately last in the number 

As mentioned above there were only a few examples ( <1 O) of speakers pronouncing 
the bank account numbers in any other way than using single digits [1 ]. Therefore 
we will again limit ourselves to only taking the single digit into account when 
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recording for the database. This means that only the digits 0 to 9 will have to be 
recorded in the versions mentioned above. 

2. 7. Postal code 

In the Netherlands, the postal codes consist of four digits and two letters. The postal 
codes begin at 1000 and end at 9999. The numbers are usually pronounced two by 
two i.e. 'veertien vijftien' (fourteen fifteen) followed by the two letters pronounced 
separately. 

Ex.1 1445 SK is pronounced veertien vijf en veertig S K 

Table 6. Prosodic and schematic representation of the pronunciation of a postal code. 
Type Form Prosodic structure Schematic representation 
0-99 1445 zc "V eertien I "vi j f en veertig I "Z I "C ///// [10] [I] en [10] Z C 
0-99 9909 BK "negen en negentig I nul "negen I "'B I "K [l] en [10] [l] [l] BK 

I/Ill 

An accent is placed on both numbers and both letters in the postal code. The first 
and the second numbers are pronounced with a rising pitch. The first letter is 
pronounced with a neutral pitch and the last letter is pronounced with a rising/falling 
pitch (the terminator form). 

Tm2369nh. Postcode: 98 97 B S 

N' 20 
~ 
>-
(..') 
c: 
cu 
::l 
O" cu 10 ..... 

LL 

98 97 B s 

0 0.3958 0. 7916 1.187 1.583 1.979 
Time (s) 

Figure 8. This is an example of how a postal code is pronounced. Accent on both numbers 
and both letters in the postal code. First and second number is pronounced with a 
rising/falling pitch, the first letter with a neutral pitch and the last letter with a rising 
/falling pitch and the terminator form. 
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The example in Figure 8 is typical of how postal codes are pronounced. Stress is 
placed on all numbers and letters of the postal code. See telephone numbers in 
order to see the correct accent placement within one number i.e. an accent on 'een' 
in the 'een en twintig' (twenty-one). The terminator form is used for the last letter, a 
neutral pitch is used for the first letter and the continuing form with a rising I falling 
pitch is used for the two numbers. 
The versions needed are: 

• Accented continuing form with a rising pitch for the first digit pronounced in both 
the clusters i.e. '§en 90' (98) and the last digit in a cluster that begins with a zero 
i.e. '08' (nul acht) 

• Neutral form with a neutral pitch for all tens [1 O] and the zero in i.e. '08' 
• Accented neutral form and neutral pitch for the first letter 
• Accented terminator form with a falling pitch for the last letter 

I had anticipated the possibility of the postal code being pronounced digit by digit. 
However, none of the speakers I listened to pronounced the postal code digit by digit. 
Again, often the pronunciation of a number depends on the combination of the 
numbers and personal preferences. Therefore it is highly likely that some people will 
always choose to pronounce the postal code digit by digit. It probably also depends 
on the situation i.e. over the phone or face to face and whether it is one's own postal 
code or someone else's. But obviously the speakers in the Polyphone Database all 
chose to pair the postal code digits two by two and pronouncing them as tens [1 O]. 

The numbers that will need to be recorded are 0 to 20 and the tens [1 O]. I also intend 
to record all the letters in the alphabet since they are indispensable in the Dutch 
postal code system. 

2.8. Time 

Like all the other numbers mentioned above time can also be pronounced in different 
ways and versions. 

Ex.1: 10:15 kwart over tien, tien uur vijftien, vijftien minuten over tien 

Ex.2: 18:40 achttien uur veertig, zes uur veertig, tien over half zeven, twintig voor 
zeven 

In spoken language the 12-hour format is usually used and the 24-hours format is 
connected with some formality. When the 12-hour format is used the time may be 
followed by an indication of the time of day when there is some doubt about this i.e. 
's morgens/ in de ochtend (in the morning), 's avonds/in de avond (in the evening) or 
's middags/in de middag (in the afternoon). 
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T bl 7 P a e roso 1c an d h t f sc emat1c represen a ion o f th ·r e pronunc1a ion o f th f e 1meo fd ay 
Type Form Prosodic structure Schematic representation 
0-59 7:15 "kwart over "zeven ///// [10] over [1] 
0-59 2:20 "tien voor half "d1ie ///// [10] voor half [1] 
0-59 9:48 "negen uur I "acht en veertig ///// [1] uur [l] en [10] 
0-59 10:44 "tien uur I "vier en veertig I in de [10] uur [l] en [10] in de ochtend 

"ochtend ///// 
or 

12:18 "twaalf uur I "achttien I ' s "'rniddags ///// [10] uur [l] [10] 's rniddags 
or 

10:00 "tien uur 's "avonds ///// [10] uur 's avonds 
0-59 3:24 "zes minuten voor half "vier///// [l] rninuten voor half [l] 

When pronouncing the time, an accent is always placed on the hours and minutes. 
Furthermore if the time of day such as morning, afternoon, or evening, is mentioned 
last in the sentence this is also accented. 

Below is an attempt to clarify the pitch patterns and accent patterns used when 
pronouncing the time of the day: 

Ex.1: 8 uur 5 en 20 's avonds ///// 
l-7l -7 J, 

Ex.2: 10 uur 's avonds ///// 
i -7 J, 

Ex.3: 9 uur 8 en 40 ///// 
l-7l J_ 

Ex.4: 6 uur 6 /Ill/ 
i -7 J, 

Ex.5: 11 uur 9 en 50 in de avond ///// 
l-7l -7 -7 J. 

Ex.6: 10 over 9 ///// 
i -7 J. 

Ex. 7: 1 /4 over 11 ///// 
i -7 J. 

Ex.8: 6 minuten voor half 4 ///// 
i -7 -7-7-i. 

is pronounced: acht uur vijf en twintig 's 
avonds 
is pronounced: tien uur 's avonds 

is pronounced: negen uur acht en 
veertig 

is pronounced: zes uur zes 

is pronounced: elf uur negen en vijftig in 
de avond 

is pronounced: tien over negen 

is pronounced: kwart over elf 

is pronounced: zes minuten voor half 
vier 

The first number, whether it being hours or minutes, is always accented and 
pronounced with a rising pitch. The last number or the time of the day i.e. morning, 
afternoon or evening is also accented with a falling pitch using the terminator form. 
The rest of the numbers or words in the sentence are pronounced using the neutral 
form and with a neutral pitch. 
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The recorded versions needed are: 

• Accented continuing form with a rising pitch for the first number in a cluster 
• Neutral form with a neutral pitch for the last digit in a number where the time of 

the day follows the number i.e. '5 en 20 's avonds'. 
• Terminator form with a falling pitch for the last number in the sentence when time 

of the day is not mentioned i.e. in numbers containing 'en' such as '8 en 40'. 
• Accented terminator form with a rising/falling pitch for the last digit or unit 

There are of course other ways of telling the time depending on the situation and 
circumstances. However, the examples listed above were the most common forms 
used by the speakers in the Polyphone database. 

The numbers that will need to be recorded are 1 to 20 and the tens [1 O] (only to 59). 
Furthermore I intend to record the obvious words such as 'over', 'voor', 'kwart', 'uur' 
'minuten', 's nachts', 's middags', 's avonds', 's morgens and 's nachts'. 

2.9. Summary 

Almost all of the above mentioned numbers follow the same pattern. The three 
different pronunciation forms i.e. the continuing form, the neutral form and the 
terminator form are common for them all. Three digits pronounced separately follow 
the same pitch pattern whether they are used in a bank account number or in a 
telephone number and the same goes for four digits pronounced separately (digit by 
digit). However, the accent and stress patterns are different depending on the 
context in which a number is pronounced and what number is pronounced. 

Again I wish to point out that there are several more different ways of pronouncing 
numbers, dates, account numbers and so forth than represented in the tables above. 
However, I have chosen to limit the tables to only contain the most common 
variations (> 10 observations) in terms of whether the numbers are pronounced as 
digits, tens or hundreds etc. If everything goes well and according to the principles of 
unit selection any word or number that isn't in the database already, can be built up 
from smaller units. 

The forms in the tables are visual reflections of the pronunciations chosen by the 
speakers in the Polyphone Database. The different types of pronunciation patterns 
were based on a minimum of ten to twenty-one observations per form from the Dutch 
Polyphone Database. If a certain pronunciation pattern was observed more than ten 
times by different speakers it was noted as an independent form and listed in the 
appropriate table. 
It is wise to bear in mind that the visual representation of the number is largely 
(always) responsible for the chosen pronunciation of i.e. a bank account number or a 
credit card number. If the number is written in clusters of four by four then this is 
most likely the way it is pronounced. 
When one is not confronted with a visual image of a certain number and thereby 
called upon to cite from memory the forms are as many as there are people. 
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Each individual has his/her own way of . remembering a number and again the visual 
image of the number (in the brain) and the make-up of the digits are all deciding 
factors for how it will be pronounced. The important thing is that some forms are 
obviously more frequent and acceptable than others. It is some of these forms that 
have been captured in the above tables. 

From the above overview of the prosodic structure and accent patterns of numbers in 
Dutch I draw the conclusion that only three categories of numbers should be 
sufficient in order to create natural sounding synthesised speech. In the following 
chapters this hypothesis will be put to the test. 

In the next chapter we will describe the practical implementation of the knowledge 
gained about the patterns and the pitch movements within the different numbers. 
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3.0. Adaptation and implementation of the hypothesis 

3. 1. Adaptation of the hypothesis 

The scope of Chapter 2 was to obtain an overview of the different pronunciation 
patterns, accent patterns and pitch movements that are used when pronouncing such 
numbers as telephone numbers, amounts etc. Out of this overview sprung the 
hypothesis that only three categories of all relevant numbers are needed in order to 
create natural sounded synthesised speech. The hypothesis served as a basis for 
the recordings and the different versions in which the numbers were recorded. At the 
end of the day I wanted to have a set of numbers in the three different forms 
identified in chapter 2 to be used randomly, within each form, for generating natural 
sounding Dutch synthesised speech. 

Firstly, I created a list of the different kinds of numbers that I had investigated in 
Chapter 2. Then I listed the versions and realisations necessary within each of these 
categories. In each paragraph (2.2 to 2.8). I then listed the relevant versions in which 
the digits needed to be recorded (Appendix 1 ). 

Secondly, I extracted the three forms namely the terminator form, the neutral form 
and the continuing form from this list. Within each form I listed which numbers or 
units were necessary for each type of number and whether the digits needed to be 
accented or not (Appendix 2). 

The next step was to create utterances in which all digits would be pronounced using 
the right form, pitch and manner i.e. with or without accent (Appendix 3). When 
creating the sentences to be recorded I had in mind one of the main steps of corpus 
design (Balestri, Pacchiotti, Quazza, Salza and Sandri, 1999) namely to keep the 
sentences short and easy to read. Of course these lists overlapped in the sense that 
there were neutral and terminator digit versions present also on the continuing form 
and vice versa. This way I would end up with at least one good sample of each digit 
and version. 

I also created a test page where I made up examples of all the numbers. These 
examples had not been used in the forms. On this test page I gave thought to the 
visual representation of the numbers as well, in order to test the suspicion, or rather 
conviction, that I had that this is the most important factor in the pronunciation of 
number sequences (Appendix 4). 

3.2. Recording the speech material 

During the process of mapping out prosodic patterns for pronouncing numbers in 
Chapter 2, I used material from the Polyphone speech corpus spoken only by people 
speaking with the dialect used in the Province of North Holland (NH). This was done 
because the speaker that was chosen to record the material, speaks this dialect and 
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thus to prevent irregularities between the materials to be recorded and the observed 
accent patterns and pronunciation patterns from the Polyphone Speech Database. 
This particular speaker was chosen because previous recordings of her could then 
be used as well as the new recordings and because she is very good at following 
instructions. Between the different dialects one can sometimes see different 
prosodic patterns and pitch movements. This is why I chose to concentrate on one 
dialect being also a dialect that all Dutch understand. Furthermore, this particular 
speaker was chosen because previous recordings of her could then be used as well 
as the new recordings. Furthermore the speaker is a semi-professional speaker and 
she has a good and clear pronunciation. 

Firstly, the speaker was presented with a list of between 4 to 10 written examples of 
numbers from each of the 7 number types. None of the examples were used on the 
three lists that the speaker would later receive. Without further instructions the 
speaker was asked to pronounce these numbers twice in a row whichever way she 
liked and felt comfortable with. This was meant to serve as a cross-reference for 
later evaluation of the synthesised speech. 
After the test page had been recorded twice, the speaker was given the three lists, 
one at a time and one for each form (terminator form, neutral form, continuing form), 
with the verbal instructions to speak out the numbers digit by digit if nothing further 
was specified on the list. The words that needed to be accented were written in bold 
so that the speaker knew which words to emphasise (Appendix 3). 

The recording was done at IPO in Eindhoven in a soundproof room and the material 
was recorded digitally on a Digital Audiotape. All the utterances were recorded twice. 
The recording took 2 hours with a small break between each of the three lists that 
were recorded. 

3.3. Processing the speech material 

The speech material was now transferred from the Digital Audio Tape to GIPOS 
(Graphical Interactive Processing Of Speech, 1992-1998: 
http://www.ipo.tue.nl/ipo/gipos) which is a program created at IPO to view, play and 
manipulate waveforms, spectrograms and other forms of speech data. The speech 
material was recorded in files of a fixed duration of 5 minutes so as not to make the 
files too large (practical problem). 

Next the files were segmented according to the sentences that were originally 
recorded which resulted in 2 x 268 smaller sound files (recorded twice) (*.aiff). The 
files were passed through a filter that filtered away everything below 100 Hz and the 
intensity was increased by a factor of 4. The sentences were all manually, one by 
one, phonetically transcribed, according to the Dutch SAMPA alphabet 
(Speech Assessment Methods Phonetic Alphabet; 1987-1989: 
http://www.phon.ucl.ac.uk/home/sampa/dutch.htm) which is a simple system used to 
represent sounds through ASCII-symbols. Each transcription was saved in separate 
text files (Appendix 5). 
We listen-ed to all the sound files and the files that were judged the best (subjectively) 
by my supervisor at I PO and myself were collected into one set of 268 sound files. 
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With 'best' meaning the file that was most representative of the intended 
pronunciation form. 

The SAMPA transcriptions were later to be used by an automatic segmentation suite 
(Pauws 1994 and 1995) consisting of several software programs (see conclusion and 
discussion). However, because of time limitations this was not part of my 
assignment at the IPO. 
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4.0. Set-up of the naturalness evaluation experiment 

4. 1. Test material 

The scope of this thesis was to create synthesised speech that sounds as close to 
natural speech as possible. In order to test whether the units were sufficiently able to 
accomplish this goal I carried out a small evaluation experiment. With this 
experiment I wanted to test to what degree listeners would judge the naturalness of 
the prosody of the concatenated sentences. 

I randomly selected 3 sentences from each number category of the test recordings 
and generated identical sentences using manually segmented units. These units 
were derived from the original recordings. The units were divided into three groups 
that is to say neutral, continuing and terminator. From within these groups I manually 
selected the necessary units per sentence and concatenated them. The units were 
chosen according to their prosodic characteristics such as with or without stress and 
where in the sentence they were to be used. In order to uphold another principle of 
unit selection, which is to avoid modelling or manipulating the prosodic parameters of 
the units, I selected the units as large as possible and as close to each other 
whenever it was possible from the sentences that had been recorded (Appendix 7). 
In total this amounted to 21 sentences. As mentioned earlier these numbers were 
not in the recorded set of files. The test sentences or numbers were not embedded 
in a carrier sentence (Appendix 6). 

This experiment is of course no guarantee for how the selection will be done in the 
unrestricted domain corpus should it ever be completed. This is only to test a priori 
whether the units and forms derived from Chapter 2 are sufficient for the restricted 
domain that we have dealt with. 

4.2. The listeners 

There were 10 listeners, 4 of who were female and 6 were male. The average age 
was 32,3 years. They were all native speakers of Dutch. All the listeners were 
'naive' listeners in the sense that none of them had any significant experience with 
synthesised speech. None of them had any known hearing disabilities. I deliberately 
chose naive listeners because the scope of this evaluation experiment was to 
determine whether the units that were segmented and concatenated were selected 
properly, meaning that the outcome sounds natural as far as the prosody is 
concerned. This would thus confirm the hypothesis that we only need 3 different 
unit-classes (neutral, continuing and terminator) to generate numbers such as they 
were investigated in this thesis. In my opinion experienced listeners would probably 
listen more closely to the quality of the synthesis and differentiate between natural 
speech and re-synthesised speech rather than the quality of the naturalness of the 
prosody. 
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Prior to the test the listeners were given a written introduction (Appendix 8). They 
were informed that the sentences they were to hear were statements rather than say 
questions. 

4.3. The naturalness test 

The 10 listeners listened to one randomisation of the 21 'natural' sentences and the 
21 manually generated synthesised sentences, 42 sentences in total. After each 
sentence the listeners were asked to judge and write down the naturalness of the 
prosody of the sentence on a scale from 1 to 5 on a separate form. 1 being that they 
totally agreed that the sentence sounded unnatural and 5 being that they thought the 
sentence to sound completely natural. The answers had to be given within 7 
seconds. The test lasted approximately 15 minutes with no breaks in between. 

I deliberately chose not to conduct the test as a 'Comparison Category Rating' 
(Andersen, Dyhr, Engberg Nielsen, 1998) because I didn't want to force the 
participants to make a choice between two sentences in each case. Listeners are 
very good at detecting synthetic speech and the point was to make them focus on 
how natural it sounded rather than that it was synthesised speech as opposed to 
natural speech. In my analysis of the data however, I chose to pair the normal with 
the concatenated sentences in order to see how far apart they were in scores of 
perceived naturalness. 

4.4. Statistical analysis 

Normally when using statistical information in research it is customary to show that 
there is a - preferably - significant difference between the different categories. In 
this experiment we wanted to show that the difference between the two categories 
was not significant. However, we did try and carry out a few non-parametric tests in 
order to get an overview of the scores and the judgements of the listeners. These 
were done in SPSS version 10 for Windows (Statistical Package for Social 
Sciences). 

Firstly, I investigated the homogeneity of the listeners and their scores. This was 
done with Cronbachs alpha, which is a measure for the reliability of the internal 
consistency of the test, a measure for the inter-reviewer reliability. A high alpha 
value means that the listeners were highly homogenous (reliable) in their 
judgements. A low alpha value means that the listeners were not very homogenous 
at all. If a scale is not reliable this is either caused by a high variance between the 
sentences or a high variance between the listeners. If a<0, 70 then the scale cannot 
be used for further analysis. In this experiment a = 0,8835. 

To investigate whether the difference in scores between the paired normal
concatenated sentences was significant or not I carried out the Wilcoxon Test. 
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In order to look at the distribution of the scores within the sentences I carried out a 
Wilcoxon signed ranks test. This is a non-parametric procedure used with two 
related variables to test the hypothesis that the two variables have the same 
distribution. It makes no assumptions about the shapes of the distributions of the two 
variables. This test takes into account information about the magnitude of 
differences within pairs and gives more weight to pairs that show large differences 
than to pairs that shows small differences. The test statistic is based on the ranks of 
the absolute values of the differences between the two variables. Even though the 
normal and the concatenated sentences were not paired in the experiment I chose to 
pair them up during the analysis in order to see how far apart they were in scores of 
perceived naturalness. The results of the statistical analysis are described in 
paragraph 4.5. The raw scores can be seen in Appendix 9. 

4.5. Results 

Of the 21 pairs only three showed a significant difference. In one case 5 listeners 
perceived the normal sentence as sounding more natural than the concatenated 
counterpart (023). This was also the case with 032 where 8 listeners found the 
normal sentence sounded good and in the last case it was just the opposite (044). In 
the last two cases 2 listeners thought they sounded equally natural and in the first 
case 4 listeners thought that the two sentences sounded equally good. 

Table 8. Overview of the difference between the concatenated sentences and the normal 
sentences as a oair in the Wilcoxon test on the auestionnaire 

# Neg. rank(-) 

The normal sentence 
was preferred to the 

concatenated 
sentence 

003 0 
004 4 
008 2 
011 0 
014 1 
016 4 
019 1 
020 3 
023 5 
026 3 
027 1 
028 4 
029 5 
030 5 
032 8 
034 2 
036 6 
040 5 
044 0 
045 1 
046 5 
N.S =not significant 
S = significant 

Pos. rank(+) Ties 

concatenated Con= Norn 
sentence was 
preferred to the 
normal sentence 

4 6 
0 6 
3 5 
4 6 
1 8 
2 4 
3 6 
4 3 
1 4 
3 4 
5 4 
0 6 
4 1 
2 3 
0 2 
3 5 
3 1 
1 4 
8 2 
7 2 
2 3 
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Scores 

P<0.05 = S 
p>0.05 = N.S 

.068 (N.S) 

.068CN.S) 

.225 IN.S\ 

.068 IN.S) 

.655lN.S) 

.173 (N.S\ 

.715lN.S) 

.866 IN.S\ 

.046 IN.S) 

.917 IN.ffi 

.116 IN.S) 

.068 IN.S) 

.594 (N.S) 

.176-IN.S) 
.012 IS\ 

.893 (N.S\ 

.441 IN.S) 

.249 IN.S) 
.012 IS) 

.161 IN.S) 

.063 (N.S) 



In Table 8 one can see that in all but three cases (023 p=0.046, 032, p=0.010, 044, 
p=0.010) the differences between the normal sentences and the concatenated 
sentences were perceived as being not significant by the listeners. 

Because I had only used 10 listeners I was interested in knowing how the direction of 
the scores, in other words how many times was the normal preferred over the 
concatenated and vice versa. To investigate this I carried out a Wilcoxon signed 
ranks test on the entire test, not differentiating between sentences. 

Table 9. Overview of the difference between the concatenated sentences and the 
normal sentences as two categories with the Wilcoxon signed ranks test 

Ranks 

N Mean Rank Sum of Ranks 
Concatenated - Normal Negative Ranks 658 64.76 4209.50 

Positive Ranks 6ob 61 .09 3665.50 
Ties a5c 

Total 210 

a. Concatenated < Normal 

b. Concatenated > Normal 

c. Normal= Concatenated 

In 60 (28,57%) cases the concatenated sentences were perceived as sounding 
prosodically more natural or equally natural to the normal sentences. In 65 (30,95%) 
cases the normal sentences were perceived as sounding prosodically more natural 
than the concatenated sentences and in 85 (40,48%) cases they were judged as 
equally normal. It is difficult to say what the trend would be if the experiment was 
carried out with more listeners. The normal sentences have a small gain (5 cases) 
but the 'normal=concatenated' judgements were still in the majority. The difference 
was still not significant (p=0,721) confirming the findings in Table 8. 
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5.0. Conclusion 

In this thesis the following question was investigated: 

• Which units should be included in an ideal corpus for unit selection (units 
being digits and numbers) in order to be able to generate all necessary 
numbers in Dutch? 

In Chapter 2 prior to recording I came to the conclusion that three categories should 
be sufficient; neutral form, continuing form and terminator form. I created the lists on 
which all the necessary versions of the digits and numbers were written. The 
speaker also recorded a sheet of utterances that had not been used on any of the 
lists. These utterances were used in the evaluation (Chapter 4) for comparison with 
the concatenated utterances that I had manually generated with units from the 
recorded files. The listeners confirmed the findings in Chapter 2 in the sense that 
they judged the naturalness of the concatenated sentences to be just as natural 
sounding as the natural sentences. This meaning that the three forms were sufficient 
in order to be able to produce natural sounding speech. Again, since this is a small
scale evaluation (21 sentences only) these results cannot be seen as representative 
of how the selection will be done in the unrestricted domain corpus and consequently 
how the output will sound. This evaluation was only intended to test a priori whether 
the three forms (neutral form, terminator form, continuing form) derived from Chapter 
2 are sufficient for the restricted domain that we have dealt with in this thesis. 

Results of the evaluation 

100 

80 

60 

40 

20 

0 
Concatenated> Concatenated< Concatenated= 

Natural Natural Natural 

I!! Series1 60 65 85 

Figure 9. The results of the evaluation test. The listeners judged the naturalness of the 
prosody of the 42 utterances on a scale from 1 to 5 where 1 was bad and 5 was very good. 
There were 10 times 21 scores equalling 210 scores. 
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In Figure 9 one can see that in 60 cases the listeners judged the concatenated 
utterances as sounding more natural than the normal utterances. In 65 cases it was 
vice versa and in 85 cases the listeners judged the utterances as sounding equally 
natural. These cases correspond to the percentages 28,57%, 30,95% and 40,48% 
respectively. Between the natural and the concatenated utterances there is a mere 
difference of 2,38% in favour of the natural sentences. 
These results show that three forms are sufficient when one wants to be able to 
produce natural sounding output such as numbers and digits for a restricted domain. 
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6.0. Discussion 

During the preparation of the evaluation experiment I manually segmented the units 
from the recordings in order to create the test sentences. While doing this I learned 
that while the three categories are sufficient in principle, practically I am now 
convinced that the quality would be even better if four categories would have been 
used. The issue being that sometimes the continuing form before a phrase boundary 
is slightly different to the continuing form in the beginning of a cluster. In both cases 
the continuing form indicates that something is to follow. When the continuing form is 
used in the beginning of a phrase boundary sometimes it is ever so slightly longer 
than it would be in the beginning of the cluster. This slight difference is related to 
differences in speech rate, and frequencies in the recordings among other things. 
The faster the speech the less of a difference is audible. However, when the speaker 
is speaking slowly the difference is more audible and distinct. 

From beginning to end the fundamental frequency of the · speaker dropped. This 
resulted in nice and clear speech in the beginning and a deep voice at the end. 
When I concatenated the units for the evaluation, I took this into consideration and 
took care to select the continuous units that corresponded in place with the units 
needed for the test utterances. Sometimes the spectral discontinuities between the 
units were too large in which case I searched for a better matching unit. I did not 
manipulate any of the signals. Furthermore, the fact that human beings do not 
always speak in a constant tempo can create difficulties. All together these human 
'defects' did make it difficult at times to match up units for concatenation and make it 
sound natural. 

When I started working on this project and even after I had identified the three forms I 
still was not convinced by van Santen (1997) when he said that even half a billion 
units will not be enough to produce satisfactory natural sounding synthesis for an 
unrestricted domain system. We only investigated a rather small restricted domain 
and ended up with 268 utterances, which is not much. However, these utterances, 
when segmented, will result in many thousands of units. If one then keeps in mind 
one language and all the domains contained therein I now believe that he is right. 
Van Santen (1997) also suggests that prosodic modelling is indeed necessary to 
achieve an acceptable degree of naturalness for unrestricted domain TIS and I must 
say that after having tried to match up all the units without manipulating any of the 
parameters I am almost convinced of that too now. If one does not wish to 
manipulate the speech units in any way one must be absolutely sure that all units 
necessary are contained in different prosodic settings or one will never be able to 
produce natural sounding synthesised speech. Optimally when selecting units from 
the database they must be within a close proximity to each other or the differences in 
frequency and prosody will be too great. Either one will need to have an extremely 
large database or one will need an extremely good and detailed selection procedure. 
This means that the programming will be very extensive and complicated thereby 
possibly worsening the result of the unit selection process because it will be too 
selective. 

Campbell (1997) suggests that a continuous reading of a related text, such as a short 
story, leads to the best synthesis. The reader will not have to struggle with unusual 
combinations and rhythms of these sentences when reading and this should lead to a 
more relaxed and spontaneous sounding reader. This is a very important point when 
creating a database for an unrestricted domain. One would need a lot of speech 
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covering all known topics and domains of a language and what better way to do it 
than write a number of short stories and have someone read them out loud. One of 
the dangers is that the speaker will become too involved in the story and i.e. start 
creating different voices for the different characters. This should be seen in the light 
of the selection procedure where units are ideally selected from a similar context in 
order to match the ideal of the needed unit. It could create problems when trying to 
select units from the same proximity with the same F0 and prosody. On the other 
hand one does not want to give too many instructions to the speaker in order to 
maintain the naturalness of the recorded speech. Another danger is that the hours 
and hours of speech that are necessary will tire the speaker and his voice. 
Some of the comments I got from the listeners were that even though the utterances 
did sound natural it sounded as if the speaker was hosting a radio show or that they 
had called the telephone number information service. So even though the utterances 
were recorded as natural utterances in the sense that the speaker had received no 
instructions as to how to pronounce them, it was still audible to the listeners that it 
was not natural speech but actually read speech. 

But how will we know when we have all the units it takes to be able to generate 
unrestricted domain synthesised speech? Do we really possess enough knowledge 
about the languages and the structure of the languages and the choices we make 
when speaking our own language to be able to accomplish this and know what these 
units are? Why is it for instance that one person never uses anything else but single 
digits when pronouncing his credit card number whereas he/she does use tens when 
he pronounces his bank account number? What degree of recognition is necessary 
for someone to use tens instead of digits and is it at all related to degrees of 
recognition or familiarity? I fear that before we know enough about what motivates 
us to make certain decisions and on what basis, we won't know what an ideal corpus 
for a corpus-based synthesis should look like. In the earlier days the power of the 
computers and storage room were a key factor and limiter but nowadays this is less 
of a problem. In my opinion the most important limits today are the limits of the 
speaker and the creator/researcher. 
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7.0. Suggestions for further research 

During this investigation of the contents of a corpus for unit selection a few things 
came out which convinced me that further research is necessary in order to obtain 
natural sounding synthesis. 

First of all I saw that the contents of the recordings really are crucial to the output. 
believe that the naturalness of the synthesised speech would benefit greatly by 
adding a fourth category to the three already used in this research. This fourth form 
should be distinguished from the continuous form in the sense that it should only be 
used first in clusters whereas the continuous form should only be used last in a 
cluster that end with a continuous form. To be able to obtain this fourth form care 
should be taken to record all digits and numbers at both first and last place in a 
cluster that begins and ends with the continuing form. 

Secondly, I believe that recording the material not just twice but possibly five or ten 
times with a pause of minimal 1-hour in between each recording would also benefit 
the naturalness of the synthesised speech. Instead of making lists containing all the 
necessary versions it would be very interesting to see whether the ideas of Campbell 
(1997) would indeed improve the performance and the degree of naturalness. 

In order to create a corpus for unrestricted synthesised speech the sentence 
structures would also have to be included in the corpus. Early on in my thesis project 
I compared the sentences from the OVIS system (Dutch dialog system in which 
information about public transport can be obtained by telephone; 
http://lands.let.kun.nl/Tspublic/strik/a22.html) to the research results of Haan, van 
Heuven, Pacilly and van Bezooijen (1997) in order to get a realistic picture of 
intonation patterns and the course of the F0• The intention was to use the patterns 
that were revealed as rough templates when making recordings for the corpus. A 
continuation of this research would certainly make it clearer what kind of sentences 
would have to be included in the corpus. 

I believe that if one wants to obtain a natural sounding synthesised output the way to 
go about it is to firstly develop a corpus for appropriately restricted target domains 
and then link them together into one large corpus. However, the realisation of a 
corpus for an unrestricted domain with which one can produce impeccable natural 
sounding speech on any topic, to me, still seems to lie far in the future when one 
considers just how many 'domains' we encounter in say one hour. Last but not least 
I believe that all research with regards to synthesised speech is welcome research 
and I hope to be one of the researchers that gets the opportunity to carry it out. 
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Numbers to be recorded 
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NUMBERS AND VERSIONS TO BE RECORDED 

Telephone numbers: 

• Neutral form with a neutral pitch for the 2nd digit in a 2-digit cluster and a 3-digit 
cluster when digits are pronounced separately 

• Accented continuing form with a rising pitch for digits before a phrase boundary 
(the area code) and for the first digit in 2-digit clusters following the area code. 
Also for the first and last digit in a 4-digit area code and the first and the last digit 
in a 3-digit cluster except if last in number 

• Terminator form with a falling pitch for the last digit in a number 
• Accented terminator form for the last digit in a number when pronouncing 3 digits 

separately 

Amounts: 

• Neutral form with a neutral pitch 
• Continuing form with a rising pitch, no accent 
• Continuing form with a rising pitch and accent 
• Terminator form with a falling pitch 

Dates: 

• A neutral form with a neutral pitch - specifically for the '19' in i.e. 1997 and the '2' 
in 2000. Also as in 'een en twintig juli' 

• Accented continuing form with a rising pitch for the first digit in a cluster and the 
last unit in a cluster pronounced as a 4 digit area code (i.e. 7 en 20 jum) or the 
months pronounced as numbers 1 to 12, however NOT if last in sentence 

• A terminator form with a falling pitch for the last digit in the number i.e. '90' in 92 
(twee en negentig) 

• An accented terminator form with a falling pitch for the last digit in the years 2001 
to 2020 and all the years ending on a [1 O] i.e. the years 1930, 1540, 2050 etc and 
months if last in sentence 

Credit card numbers: 

• Accented continuing form with a rising pitch for the first digit in a two-digit cluster 
and for the first and the last digit in a 4-digit cluster, except the last cluster 

• Neutral form with a neutral pitch for the second digit in a two-digit cluster and the 
two middle digits in the four-digit clusters 

• Terminator form (falling pitch) for the last digit in the last two-digit cluster 
• Accented terminator form for the last digit in the last four-digit cluster 
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Bank account numbers 

• Accented continuing form with a rising pitch for the first digit in a 2-digit cluster 
and the first and the last digit of the 3 separately pronounced digits only if they are 
in the beginning of a number. 

• Neutral form with a neutral pitch for the second separately pronounced digit of the 
three separately pronounced digits and the second digit in a 2-digit cluster 

• Accented terminator form with a falling pitch for the last of the three separately 
pronounced digits if they are pronounced last in the number 

• Terminator form for the last digit in the number except for the last digit when 3 
digits are pronounced separately last in the number 

Postal code: 

• Accented continuing form with a rising pitch for the first digit pronounced in both 
the clusters i.e. '!! en 90' (98) and the last digit in a cluster that begins with a zero 
i.e. '08' (nul acht) 

• Neutral form with a neutral pitch for all tens [1 O] and the zero in i.e. '08' 
• Accented neutral form and neutral pitch for the first letter 
• Accented terminator form with a falling pitch for the last letter 

Time: 

• Accented continuing form with a rising pitch for the first number in a cluster 
• Neutral form with a r:ieutral pitch for the last digit in a number where the time of 

the day follows the number i.e. '5 en 20 's avonds'. 
• Terminator form with a falling pitch for the last number in the sentence when time 

of the day is not mentioned i.e. in numbers containing 'en' such as '8 en 4G. 
• Accented terminator form with a rising/falling pitch for the last digit or unit 
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Appendix 2 

The extracted forms 
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TERMINATOR FORM (J) 

Tel.: 

Amounts: 

Dates: 

Credit card 

Bank acc. 

Postal code 

Time 

0-9 
[10] 
0-9 

1-20 
1-20 

, [1 O] 

if single digits last -stress 
as in i.e ...... een en negentig -stress 
for the last digit if 3 digits are pronounced 
separately and last in the number +stress 

i.e ... -I komma 5 ///// -stress 
i.e. 19 komma 5///// +stress IF no denominator follows 
i.e. 5 en 70 Ill// 

1-12 i.e. 8 in ... 8 tien § (18 I§) - months +stress 
1-20, [1 O] i.e. (year) 2030. Only for numbers 1-20 and the years 

1920, 1530, 2040 etc. +stress 
[1 O] i.e. for the years 9 en 90 etc. -stress 

0-9 
0-9 

0-9 

0-9 

A-Z 

1-20 
[1 O] 

the last 2-digit clusters -stress 
the last 4-digit clusters +stress 

for the last digit if 3 digits are pronounced 
separately and last in the number +stress 
for the last digit in the number -stress 

For the last letter in the postal code. +stress 

i.e. kwart over 1.1 +stress 
i.e. 2 en 30 -stress 20, 30, 40, 50 
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CONTINUING FORM (i) (+STRESS) 

Tel.: 0-20, [1 O] i.e. last digit in 3-digit area code, first and last 
digit in 4-digit area code 
First digit in number after area code and all following 
2-digit clusters 

0-9, [1 O] first and last digit in 3-digit cluster NOT if last cluster i.e. 
3 6 §, 3 2.1. 3 9 ///// 

Amounts 1-20 i.e. in :_duizend ///// 
1000 as in 9 en 80 duizend komma .... (before a phrase 

boundary) 

Dates 1-20 as in 20 januari 
1-20 last unit before year i.e. 7 en 20 juni 2001 or 7 en 20 12 

2001 
Months from 1 to 12 if followed by a year 

Credit card 0-9 1st digit in 2-digit cluster, first and last digit in 4-digit 
cluster NOT last cluster 

Bank acc. 0-9 1st digit in cluster, first and last digit in 3 separate digits 
IF first in number 

Postal code 1-20, [1 O] 1st digit in nr's: § en 90 

Time 1-59 1st digit in time be it hours or minutes 
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NEUTRAL FORM(~) 

Tel. 

Amount 

Dates 

Credit card 

Bank acc. 

Postal code 

Time 

1-9 2nd and 3rd digit in 4-digit area code i.e. 'O 1 en 70' or 0 Q §. en 
30. 2nd digit in a 2-digit cluster and in a 3-digit cluster 

[10) last digit of integer part before a komma i.e. 8 en 90 komma 
[100) as in 100 en 1 gulden or 100 1 en 80 gulden 
[1000) as in 5 duizend komma ..... 
[1000000) as in 5 miljoen komma ..... 

[10) 

0-9 

0-9 

[10) 
A-Z 

[10) 

i.e. 'een en twintig juli', 'een en dertig', 'zestien' ~if followed 
by a month NOT if last in sentence,'19' in 1997 and '2' in 2000. 

2nd digit in a 2-digit cluster, two middle digits in 4-digit clusters 

2nd digit in 2-digit clusters, 2nd digit in 3-digit cluster 

i.e. 2 en 20, 
i.e. 1445 § K +stress 

i.e. 9 en 50 enz. IF followed by specification of time of day i.e. 
's avonds or i.e. '1 en 20 uur 12' 
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Appendix 3 

Recorded sentences with accent annotations 
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Recorded sentences with accent annotations (bold) 

CONTINUING FORM (i) (+STRESS) and (-STRESS) 

0-20 
30,40,50,60, 70, 80,90 
100 
1000 
10.000 
100.000 
1000.000 
0-9, [1 O] -stress 

Hij heeft O bubbels in het water 001 
Er was 1 persoon in het lokaal 002 
Er waren 2 personen in het lokaal 003 
Er waren 3 personen in het lokaal 004 
Er waren 4 personen in het lokaal 005 
Er waren 5 personen in het lokaal 006 
Er waren 6 personen in het lokaal 007 
Er waren 7 personen in het lokaal 008 
Er waren 8 personen in het lokaal 009 
Hij heeft 9 biertjes in zijn koelkast 01 O 
Er waren 10 personen in het lokaal 011 
Er waren 11 personen in het lokaal 012 
Er waren 12 personen in het lokaal 013 
Er waren 13 personen in het lokaal 014 
Er waren 14 personen in het lokaal 015 
Er waren 15 personen in het lokaal 016 
Er waren 16 personen in het lokaal 017 
Er waren 17 personen in het lokaal 018 
Er waren 18 personen in het lokaal 019 
Hij heeft 19 personen onder zich 020 
Er waren 20 personen in het lokaal 021 
Er waren 30 personen in het lokaal 022 
Er waren 40 personen in het lokaal 023 
Er waren 50 personen in het lokaal 024 
Er waren 60 personen in het lokaal 025 
Er waren 70 personen in het lokaal 026 
Er waren 80 personen in het lokaal 027 
Hij heeft 90 personen onder zich 028 
Er waren 100 personen in het lokaal 029 
Er waren 1000 person en in het lokaal 030 
Er waren 10-duizend personen in het lokaal 031 
Er waren 100-duizend personen in het lokaal 032 
Er waren 'n miljoen personen in het lokaal 033 
Er waren 2-miljoen personen in het land 034 

Tel: O 1 en 20 - 3 6 3 2 3 9 
0 2 en 30 - 1 5 2 3 4 8 
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O 3 en 40 - 2 4 5 1 6 7 037 
0 4 en 50 - 4 3 4 6 1 6 038 
O 5 en 60 - 5 2 6 4 2 5 039 
0 6 en 70 - 6 8 1 5 7 4 040 
0 7 en 80 - 7 9 8 7 9 3 041 
0 8 en 90 - 8 1 9 8 5 1 042 
0 9 en 90 - 9 7 7 9 8 2 043 

Amount: 100 duizend 044 
9 en 80 duizend 045 
100 5 en 80 gulden 046 
6 en 20 duizend 047 
3 honderd 4 en 50 komma 5 en 90 048 
duizend gulden 049 
duizend 3 en 80 gulden 050 

Date: 7 en 20 januari, 19 2 en 90 051 
1 januari, 2001 052 
6 en 30 februari, 19 4 en 70 053 
3 februari, 2008 054 
2 en 40 maart, 2019 055 
8 maart, 2duizend 2 en 80 056 
6 en 60 april, 18 5 en 60 057 
4 april, 2duizend 12 058 
5 en 50 mei, 17 3 en 50 059 
9 mei, 2duizend 15 060 
8 en 70 juni, 1611 061 
19 juni, 2duizend 14 062 
6 en 80 juli, 15 6 en 40 063 
10 juli, 14 8 en 30 064 
5 en 90 augustus, 13 9 en 20 065 
11 augustus, 19 7 en 80 066 
4 en 20 september, 2duizend 17 067 
12 september, 2duizend 13 068 
3 en 30 oktober, 2duizend 16 069 
13 oktober, 19 6 en 20 070 
2 en 30 november, 19 3 en 30 071 
14 november, 2duizend 18 072 
1 en 40 december, 19 5 en 80 073 
15 december, 18 7 en 40 074 
donderdag, 20 april , 2 duizend 075 
maandag, 16 september, 2duizend 13 076 
dinsdag, 3 en 30 oktober, 2duizend 16 077 
woensdag, 18 oktober, 19 6 en 20 078 
vrijdag, 2 en 30 november, 19 3 en 30 079 
zaterdag, 17 november, 2duizend 18 080 
zondag, 1 en 40 december, 19 5 en 80 081 

Credit card: 4109 1270 2763 5417 082 
3584 6901 8045 7932 083 
9098 8396 1659 2828 084 
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Bank ace: 61 83 67 

123 456 789 085 
214 531 892 086 

365 677 948 087 

52 71 235 088 

872 14 89 089 

Postcode: 8 en 9013 BS 090 
3 en 7014 AL 091 
2 en 80 30 CK 092 
4 en 60 60 D Q 093 
5 en 50 50 RP 094 
6 en 40 20 E 0 095 
7 en 30 10 FR 096 
8 en 20 40 GT 097 
9 en 80 70 H L 098 
7 en 20 80 KP 099 
3 en 40 90 DA 100 
10 9 en 90 IM 101 
11 8 en 70 JN 102 
12 7 en 60 KA 103 
13 6 en 50 LB 104 
14 5 en 40 MC 105 
15 4 en 30 ND 106 
16 3 en 20 0 E 107 
17 1 en 80 CS 108 
18 10 PF 109 
19 11 Q G 110 
20 12 RH 111 
21 13 SI 112 
22 14 T J 113 
23 15 UK 114 
24 16 V L 115 
25 17W U 116 
26 18 X N 117 
27 19 y 0 118 
28 20 z p 119 

Time: 12 uur 18 's avonds 120 
3uur16 's nachts 121 
11 uur 12 's morgens 122 
9uur17 's morgens 123 
1 uur 9 in de middag 124 
2 uur 10 in de avond 125 
3 uur 11 in de middag 126 
4 uur 12 in de middag 127 
5 uur 13 in de middag 128 
6uur14 in de avond 129 
7 uur 15 in de avond 130 
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8 uur 16 in de avond 
9 uur 17 in de avond 
10uur18 in de avond 
11 uur 19 in de avond 
12 uur 20 in de nacht 
10 uur 8 en 20 in de morgen 
8 uur 1 en 30 in de morgen 
7 uur 2 en 40 in de avond 
6 uur 3 en 50 in de avond 
5 uur 4 en 60 in de middag 
4 uur 5 en 70 in de middag 
3 uur 6 en 80 in de nacht 
2 uur 7 en 90 in de nacht 
1 uur 8 en 50 in de middag 
2 uur 9 en 30 in de middag 
1 uur 
2 uur 
3 uur 
4 uur 
5 uur 
6 uur 
7 uur 
8 uur 
9 uur 
10 uur 
11 uur 
12 uur 
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TERMINATOR FORM (,J..) 

0-20 (+stress) 
30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100 (+stress) 
1 000 (+stress) 
0-20 (-stress) 
20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100 (-stress) 
a,b,c,d,e,f ,g,h,l ,j,k,l,m,n,o,p,q,r,s,t,u, v,w,x,y,z (+stress) 

Het is nu 7 uur 20 158 
Het is nu 1uur19 159 
Het is nu 3 uur 12 160 
Het is nu 2 uur 10 161 
Het is nu 6 uur 2 162 
Het is nu 5uur1 163 
Het is nu 8 uur 18 164 
Het is nu 4 uur 15 165 
Het is nu 9 uur 3 166 
Het is nu 10uur 17 167 
Het is nu 11uur13 168 
Het is nu 15 uur 4 169 
Het is nu 14 uur 14 170 
Het is nu 12uur16 171 
Het is nu 18 uur 5 172 
Het is nu 20 uur 8 173 
Het is nu 19 uur 6 174 
Het is nu 17 uur 9 175 
Het is nu 16 uur 7 176 
Het is nu 13 uur 11 177 
Het is nu 7 uur 30 178 
Het is nu 3 uur 40 179 
Het is nu 18 uur 50 180 
Het is nu 1uur60 181 
Het is nu 2 uur 70 182 
Het is nu 3 uur 80 183 
Het is nu 4 uur 90 184 

Het is nu 15 over 10 185 
Het is nu 3 over 8 186 
Het is nu 1voor7 187 
Het is nu 10voor12 188 
Het is nu half 1 189 
Het is nu half 2 190 
Het is nu half 3 191 
Het is nu half 4 192 
Het is nu half 5 193 
Het is nu half 6 194 
Het is nu half 7 195 
Het is nu half 8 196 
Het is nu half 9 197 
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Het is nu half 10 198 
Het is nu half 11 199 
Het is nu half 12 200 
Het is nu 191 en 90 201 
Het is nu 19 2 en 80 202 
Het is nu 19 3 en 70 203 
Het is nu 19 4 en 60 204 
Het is nu 19 5 en 50 205 
Het is nu 19 6 en 40 206 
Het is nu 19 7 en 30 207 
Het is nu 19 8 en 20 208 
Het is nu 19 9 en 70 209 
Het is nu 19 honderd 210 
Het is nu 6 en 20 duizend 211 

Het is nummer. 01 90 10 212 
Het is nummer. 12 88 21 213 
Het is nummer. 23 75 32 214 
Het is nummer. 34 66 43 215 
Het is nummer. 45 57 54 216 
Het is nummer. 56 44 65 217 
Het is nummer. 67 03 76 218 
Het is nummer. 78 22 87 219 
Het is nummer. 8911 98 220 
Het is nummer. 90 39 09 221 
Het is nummer. 01 90 10 222 
Het is nummer. 12 88 21 223 
Het is nummer. 23 75 32 224 
Het is nummer. 34 66 43 225 
Het is nummer. 45 57 54 226 
Het is nummer. 56 44 65 227 
Het is nummer. 67 03 76 228 
Het is nummer. 78 22 87 229 
Het is nummer. 89 11 98 230 
Het is nummer. 90 39 09 231 
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NEUTRAL FORM (J,) 

0-12 (-stress) 
[10] (-stress) 
1 00 (-stress) 
1 000. 000 (-stress) 
A-Z (+stress) 

PRONOUNCE DIGIT BY DIGIT: 

Het nummer is: 0190 - 041 109 0309 
Het nummer is: 0281 -152 218 1918 
Het nummer is: 0372 - 263 327 2826 
Het nummer is: 0463 - 384 436 3736 
Het nummer is: 0545 - 495 545 4654 
Het nummer is: 0654 - 576 654 5545 
Het nummer is: 0736 - 638 763 6463 
Het nummer is: 0827 - 7 49 872 8372 
Het nummer is: 0918 - 870 981 7281 
Het nummer is: 0309 - 924 090 9190 

DATE: 

1 en 20 1, 19honderd 
5 en 60 12, 19 honderd 3 en 80 
2 en 30 2, 18 1 en 20 
3 en 40 3, 17 2 en 30 
4 en 50 4, 16 3 en 40 
5 en 60 5, 15 4 en 50 
6 en 70 6, 14 5 en 60 
7 en 80 7, 13 6 en 70 
8 en 90 8, 12 7 en 80 
9 en 20 9, 11 8 en 90 
1 en 3010,1912 
2 en 40 11, 19 13 
3 en 50 12, 19 14 
4 en 60 13, 19 15 

DATE: 

10/1, 2duizend 
13/4, 2 duizend 
11/2, 2duizend 1 
12/3, 2duizend 2 
13/4, 2duizend 3 
14/5, 2duizend 4 
15/6, 2duizend 5 
16n, 2duizend 6 
17/8, 2duizend 7 
18/9, 2duizend 8 
19/10, 2duizend 9 
20/11, 2duizend 1 O 
14/12, 2duizend 11 
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Appendix 4 

Test page recorded 
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TESTPAGE 

Tel: 06- 22 03 29 19 
0299 - 64 97 90 
0299 - 649 790 
020 - 525 21 88 
020 - 52 52 188 
0318-513 991 
0318-513991 
036 - 535 31 83 
036-53 53 183 
040 - 247 52 60 

Date: 19 maart, 19 9 en 60 
15 februari, 19 5 en 70 
14 november, 19 8 en 60 
7 januari, 19 9 en 40 
4 en 20 oktober, 19 3 en 60 
donderdag, 1 en 20 juni, 2duizend 1 

Amount: 6 honderd 70 gulden 
Honderd 8 en 50 komma 2 en 60 
50 gulden 
5 en 40 cent 
duizend 5 en 60 gulden 
10 duizend gulden 

Postcode: 2 en 20 1 en 60 D A 
6 duizend 6 B T 
60 06 BT 
14 5 en 40 SK 
60 1en30 AW 

Credit crd: 4371 0654 5625 4966 
3043 3489 3269 7120 
2559 6013 6564 2005 
5413 3040 3764 3299 

Bank ace: 255 31 06 
304 33 48 
2553106 
3043348 
604 368 097 
64 47 074 
30 43 348 
60 43 68 097 

Time: 2 voor 10 
10 uur 5 en 20 
5 over 12 
1 uur 's nachts 
4 uur 's middags 
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Appendix 5 

SAMPA transcriptions of recorded sentences 
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PHONETIC TRANSCRIPTION OF UTTERANCES 

hEi heft n9L b9.b@Ls ?In @t wa.t@r 
?Er wAs ?en p@R.son ?In @t lo.kaL 
?Er wa.r@n twe p@r.so.n@n ?In @t lo.kaL 
?Er wa.r@n dri p@r.so.n@n ?In @t lo.kaL 
?Er wa.r@n vir p@r.so.n@n ?In @t lo.kaL 
?Er wa.r@n vEif p@r.so.n@n ?In @t lo.kaL 
?Er wa.r@n zEs p@r.so.n@n ?In @t lo.kaL 
?Er wa.r@n ze.v@n p@r.so.n@n ?In @t lo.kaL 
?Er wa.r@n ?Axt p@r.so.n@n ?In hEt lo.kaL 
hEi heft ne.x@n biR.c@s ?In zEin kuL.kAst 
?Er wa.r@n tin p@r.so.n@n ?In @t lo.kaL 
?Er wa.r@n ?ELf p@r.so.n@n ?In @t lo.kaL 
?Er wa.r@n twaLf p@r.so.n@n ?In @t lo.kaL 
?Er wa.r@n dEr.tin p@r.so.n@n ?In @t lo.kaL 
?Er wa.r@n veR.tin p@R.so.n@n ?In @t lo.kaL 
?Er wa.r@n vEif.tin p@r.so.n@n ?In @t lo.kaL 
?Er wa.r@n zEs.tin pEr.so.n@n ?In @t lo.kaL 
?Er wa.r@n ze.v@n.tin p@r.so.n@n ?In @t lo.kaL 
?Er wa.r@n ?Ax.tin pEr.so.n@n ?In hEt lo.kaL 
hEi heft ne.x@n.tinpEr.so.n@n ?On.d@R zix 
?Er wa.r@n twin.t@x p@r.so.n@n ?In @t lo.kaL 
?Er wa.r@n deR.t@x p@r.so.n@n ?In @t lo.kaL 
?Er wa.r@n veR.t@x p@r.so.n@n ?In @t lo.kaL 
?Er wa.r@n vEif.t@x p@r.so.n@n ?In @t lo.kaL 
?Er wa.r@n zEs.t@x p@r.so.n@n ?In hEt lo.kaL 
?Er wa.r@n ze.v@n.t@x p@r.so.n@n ?In hEt lo.kaL 
?Er wa.r@n tAx.t@x p@r.so.n@n ?In hEt lo.kaL 
hEi heft ne.x@n.t@x p@r.so.n@n ?On.d@R zix 
?Er wa.r@n hOn.d@rt pEr.so.n@n ?In hEt lo.kaL 
?Er wa.r@n d9y.z@nt p@r.so.n@n ?In hEt lo.kaL 
?Er wa.r@n tin d9y.z@nt p@r.so.n@n ?In hEt lo.kaL 
?Er wa.r@n hOn.d@rt d9y.z@nt p@r.so.n@n ?In hEt lo.kaL 
?Er wa.r@n ?@n mIL.jun p@r.so.n@n ?In hEt lo.kaL 
?Er wa.r@n twe mIL.jun p@R.so.n@n ?In @t lAnt 
n9L ?en @n twin.t@x I dri zEs I dri twe I dri ne.x@n 
n9L twe @n deR.t@x I ?en vEif I twe dri I vir ?Axt 
n9L dri @n veR.t@x I twe viR I vEif ?en I zEs ze.v@n 
n9L vir En vEif.t@x I viR dri /viR zEs I ?en zEs 
n9L vEif @n zEs.t@x I vEif twe I zEs viR I twe vEif 
n9L zEs @n ze.v@n.t@x I zEs ?Axt I ?en vEif I ze.v@n viR 
n9L ze.v@n En tAx.t@x I ze.v@n ne.x@n I ?Axt ze.v@n I ne.x@n dri 
n9L ?Axt En ne.x@n.t@x I ?Axt ?en I ne.x@n ?Axt I vEif ?en 
n9L ne.x@n @n ne.x@n . t@x I ne.x@n ze.v@n I ze.v@n ne.x@n I ?Axt twe 
hOn.d@Rt d9y.z@nt 
ne.x@n En tAx.t@x d9y.z@nt 
hOn.d@Rt vEif ?En tAx.t@x x9L.d@n 
zEs ?En twin.t@x d9y.z@nt 
dri hOn.d@Rt vir @n vEif.t@x I kO.ma vEif @n ne.x@n.t@x 
d9y.z@nt x9L.d@n 
d9y.z@nt dri En tAx.t@x x9L.d@n 
ze.v@n @n twin.t@x jA.ny.a.ri I ne.x@n.tin twe En ne.x@n.t@x 
?en jA.ny.a.ri I twe d9y.z@nt ?en 
zEs @n der.t@x fe.bry.a.ri I ne.x@n.tin vir @n ze.v@n.t@x 
dri fe.bry.a.ri I twe d9y.z@nt ?Axt 
twe @n veR.t@x maRt I twe d9y.z@nt ne.x@n.tin 
?Axt maRt I twe d9y.z@nt twe @n tAx.t@x 
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zEs @n zEs.t@x ?A.prIL I ?Ax.tin vEif ?En zEs.t@x 
vir ?A.prIL I twe d9y.z@nt twaLf 
vEif En vEif.t@x mEi I ze.v@n.tin dri ?En vEif.t@x 
ne.x@n mEi I twe d9y.z@nt vEif.tin 
?Axt ?En ze.v@n.t@xjy.ni I zEs.tin ?ELf 
ne.x@n.tin jy.ni I twe d9y.z@nt veR.tin 
zEs @n tAx.t@x jy.li I vEif .tin zEs En veR.t@x 
tin jy.li I veR.tin ?Axt En dER.t@x 
vEif @n ne.x@n.t@x ?Au.x9s.t9s I dEr.tin ne.x@n En twin.t@x 
?ELf ?Au.x9s.t9s I ne.x@n.tin ze.v@n ?En tAx.t@x 
vir.@n.twin.t@x sEp.tEm.b@r I twe d9y.z@nt ze.v@n.tin 
twaLf sEp.tEm.b@R I twe d9y.z@nt dEr.tin 
dri.@n.dER.t@x ?Ok.to.b@r I twe d9y.z@nt zEs.tin 
dEr.tin ?Ok.to.b@r I ne.x@n.tin zEs ?En twin.t@x 
twe ?En dER.t@x no.vEm.b@r I ne.x@n.tin dri ?En dER.t@x 
veR.tin no.vEm.b@r I twe d9y.z@nt ?Ax.tin 
?en @n veR.t@x de.sEm.b@r I ne.x@n.tin vEif ?En tAx.t@x 
vEif.tin de.sEm.b@r I ?Ax.tin ze.v@n ?En veR.t@x 
dOn.d@R.dAx I twin.t@x ?A.prIL ii twe d9y.z@nt 
man.dAx I zEs.tin sEp.tEm.b@R I twe d9y.z@nt dER.tin 
dins.dAx I dri ?En dER.t@x ?Ok.to.b@r I twe d9y.z@nt zEs.tin 
wuns.dAx I ?Ax.tin ?Ok.to.b@r I ne.x@n.tin zEs ?En twin.t@x 
vrEi.dAx I twe ?En dER.t@x no.vEm.b@r I ne.x@n.tin dri ?En dER.t@x 
za.t@R.dAx I ze.v@n.tin no.vEm.b@R I twe d9y.z@nt ?Ax.tin 
zOn.dAx I ?en ?En veR.t@x de.sEm.b@R I ne.x@n.tin vEif ?En tAx.t@x 
vir ?en n9L ne.x@n I ?en twe ze.v@n n9L I twe ze.v@n zEs dri I vEif 
viR ?en ze.v@n 
dri vEif ?Axt viR I zEs ne.x@n n9L ?en I ?Axt n9L viR vEif ze.v@n 
ne.x@n dri twe 
ne.x@n n9L ne.x@n ?Axt I ?Axt dri ne.x@n zEs I ?en zEs vEif ne.x@n I 
twe ?Axt twe ?Axt 
?en twe dri I viR vEif zEs I ze.v@n ?Axt ne.x@n 
twe ?en viR I vEif dri ?en I ?Axt ne.x@n twe 
dri zEs vEif I zEs ze.v@n ze.v@n I ne.x@n viR ?Axt 
vEif twe I ze.v@n ?en I twe dri vEif 
?Axt ze.v@n I twe ?en I viR ?Axt ne.x@n 
?Axt ?En ne.x@n.t@x dER.tin I be ?Es 
dri ?En ze.v@n.t@x veR.tin I ?a ?EL 
twe ?En tAx.t@x dER.t@x I se ka 
vir En zEs.t@x zEs.t@x I de ky 
vEif @n vEif.t@x vEif.t@x I ?Er pe 
zEs En veR.t@x twin.t@x I ?e ?o 
ze.v@n @n dER.t@x tin I ?Ef ?Er 
?Axt @n twin.t@x veR.t@x I xe te 
ne.x@n ?En tAx.t@x ze.v@n.t@x I ha ?EL 
ze.v@n @n twin.t@x tAx.t@x I ka pe 
dri @n veR.t@x ne.x@n.t@x I de ?a 
tin ne.x@n ?En ne.x@n.t@x I ?i ?Em 
?ELf ?Axt ?En ze.v@n.t@x I je ?Em 
twaLf ze.v@n ?En zEs.t@x I ka ?a 
dEr.tin zEs @n vEif.t@x I ?EL pe 
veR.tin vEif @n ver.t@x I ?Em se 
vEif.tin vir En dER.t@x I ?en de 
zEs.tin dri ?En twin.t@x I ?o ?e 
ze.v@n.tin ?en ?En tAx.t@x I se ?Es 
?Ax.tin tin I pe ?Ef 
ne.x@n.tin ?ELf I ky xe 
twin.t@x twaLf I ?Er ha 
?en @n twin.t@x dER.tin I ?Es ?i 
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twe ?En twin.t@x veR.tin I te je 
dri @n twin.t@x vEif.tin I ?y ka 
vir @n twin.t@x zEs.tin I ve ?EL 
vEif @n twin.t@x ze.v@n.tin I we ?y 
zEs @n twin.t@x ?Ax.tin I ?Iks ?En 
ze.v@n @n twin.t@x ne.x@n.tin I ?Ei ?o 
?Axt @n twin.t@x twin.t@x I zEt pe 
twaLf ?yr ?Ax.tin I sa.vOnts 
dri ?yR zEs.tin I snAxts 
?ELf ?yR twaLf I smOR.g@ns 
ne.x@n ?yR ze.v@n.tin I smOR.g@ns 
?en ?yR ne.x@n I ?In d@ mI.dAx 
twe ?yR tin I ?In d@ ?a.vOnt 
dri ?yR ?ELf I ?Ind@ mI.dAx 
viR ?yr twaLf I ?In d@ mI.dAx 
vEif ?yR dER.tin I ?Ind@ mI.dAx 
zEs ?yR veR.tin I ?In d@ ?a.vOnt 
ze.v@n ?yR vEif.tin I ?Ind@ ?a.vOnt 
?Axt ?yR zEs.tin I ?In d@ ?a.vOnt 
ne.x@n ?yR ze.v@n.tin I ?In d@ ?a.vOnt 
tin ?yR ?Ax.tin I ?In d@ ?a.vOnt 
?ELf ?yR ne.x@n.tin I ?In d@ ?a.vOnt 
twaLf ?yR twin.t@x I ?Ind@ nAxt 
tin ?yr ?Axt @n twin.t@x I ?Ind@ mOR.x@n 
?Axt ?yR ?en @n dER.t@x I ?In d@ mOR.x@n 
ze.v@n ?yR twe ?En veR.t@x I ?Ind@ ?a.vOnt 
zEs ?yR dri @n vEif . t@x I ?Ind@ ?a.vOnt 
vEif ?yR vir @n zEs.t@x I ?In d@ mI.dAx 
viR ?yR vEif ?En ze.v@n.t@x I ?Ind@ mI.dAx 
dri ?yR zEs ?En tAx.t@x I ?In d@ nAxt 
twe ?yR ze.v@n En ne.x@n.t@x I ?In d@ nAxt 
?en ?yR ?Axt En vEif.t@x I ?Ind@ mI.dAx 
twe ?yR ne . x@n @n dER.t@x I ?Ind@ mI.dAx 
?en ?yR 
twe ?yr 
dri ?yr 
vir ?yr 
vEif ?yr 
zEs ?yr 
ze.v@n ?yr 
?Axt ?yr 
ne.x@n ?yr 
tin ?yr 
?ELf ?yr 
twaLf ?yr 
ze.v@n yR twin.t@x 
?en yR ne.x@n.tin 
dri ?yR twaLf 
twe yR tin 
zEs yR twe 
vEif yR ?en 
?Axt ?yR ?Ax . tin 
vir yR vEif.tin 
ne.x@n yR dri 
tin yR ze.v@n.tin 
?ELf yR dEr.tin 
vEif . tin yR viR 
veR.tin yR veR.tin 
twaLf yR zEs.tin 
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?Ax.tin yR vEif 
twin.t@x ?yR ?Axt 
ne.x@n.tin ?yR zEs 
ze.v@n.tin ?yR ne.x@n 
zEs.tin ?yR ze.v@n 
dER.tin yR ?ELf 
ze.v@n yR dER.t@x 
dri ?yR veR.t@x 
?Ax.tin yR vEif.t@x 
?en yR zEs.t@x 
twe ?yR ze.v@n.t@x 
dri ?yR tA:x..t@x 
vir yR ne.x@n.t@x 
vEif.tin ?o.v@R tin 
dri ?o.v@r ?Axt 
?en voR ze.v@n 
tin voR twaLf 
hALf ?en 
hALf twe 
hALf dri 
hALf vir 
hALf vEif 
hALf zEs 
hALf ze.v@n 
hALf ?Axt 
hALf ne.x@n 
hALf tin 
hALf ?ELf 
hALf twaLf 
ne.x@n.tin ?en ?En ne.x@n.t@x 
ne.x@n.tin twe @n tA:x..t@x 
ne.x@n.tin dri En ze.v@n.t@x 
ne.x@n.tin vir ?En zEs.t@x 
ne.x@n.tin vEif ?En vEif .t@x 
ne.x@n.tin zEs ?En veR.t@x 
ne.x@n.tin ze.v@n ?En dER.t@x 
ne.x@n.tin ?Axt En twin.t@x 
ne.x@n.tin ne.x@n ?En ze.v@n.t@x 
ne.x@n.tin hOn.d@rt 
zEs ?En twin.t@x d9y.z@nt 
n9L ?en I ne.x@n n9L I ?en n9L 
?en twe I ?Axt ?Axt I twe ?en 
twe dri I ze.v@n vEif I dri twe 
dri viR I zEs zEs I vir dri 
viR vEif I vEif ze . v@n I vEif viR 
vEif zEs I vir vir I zEs vEif 
zEs ze.v@n I n9L dri I ze.v@n zEs 
ze.v@n ?Axt I twe twe I ?Axt ze.v@n 
?Axt ne.x@n I ?en ?en I ne.x@n ?Axt 
ne.x@n n9L I dri ne.x@n I n9L ne.x@n 
n9L ?en I ne.x@n n9L I ?en n9L 
?en twe I ?Axt ?Axt I twe ?en 
twe dri I ze.v@n vEif I dri twe 
dri viR I zEs zEs I viR dri 
viR vEif I vEif ze.v@n I vEif vir 
vEif zEs I viR viR I zEs vEif 
zEs ze.v@n I n9L dri I ze.v@n zEs 
ze.v@n ?Axt I twe twe I ?Axt ze.v@n 
?Axt ne.x@n I ?en ?en I ne.x@n ?Axt 
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ne.x@n n9L I dri ne.x@n I n9L ne.x@n 
n9L ?en ne.x@n n9L I n9L vir ?en I ?en n9L ne.x@n I n9L dri n9L 
ne.x@n 
n9L twe ?Axt ?en I ?en vEif twe I twe ?en ?Axt I ?en ne.x@n ?en ?Axt 
n9L dri ze.v@n twe I twe zEs dri I dri twe ze.v@n I twe ?Axt twe zEs 
n9L viR zEs dri I dri ?Axt viR I viR dri zEs I dri ze.v@n dri zEs 
n9L vEif viR vEif I viR ne.x@n vEif I vEif viR vEif I viR zEs vEif 
viR 
n9L zEs vEif viR I vEif ze.v@n zEs I zEs vEif viR I vEif vEif viR 
vEif 
n9L ze.v@n dri zEs I zEs dri ?Axt I ze.v@n zEs dri I zEs viR zEs dri 
n9L ?Axt twe ze.v@n I ze.v@n viR ne.x@n I ?Axt ze.v@n twe I ?Axt dri 
ze.v@n twe 
n9L ne.x@n ?en ?Axt I ?Axt ze.v@n n9L I ne.x@n ?Axt ?en I ze.v@n twe 
?Axt ?en 
n9L dri n9L ne.x@n I ne.x@n twe viR I n9L ne.x@n n9L I ne.x@n ?en 
ne.x@n n9L 
?en @n twln.t@x ?en I ne.x@n.tin hOn.d@Rt 
vEif @n zEs.t@x twaLf I ne.x@n.tin hOn.d@Rt dri En tAx.t@x 
twe @n dER.t@x twe I ?AX.tin ?en @n twln.t@x 
dri @n veR.t@x dri I ze.v@n.tin twe @n dER.t@x 
vir En vEif.t@x viR I zEs.tin dri @n veR.t@x 
vEif @n zEs.t@x vEif I vEif.tin vir @n vEif.t@x 
zEs @n ze.v@n.t@x zEs I veR.tin vEif @n zEs.t@x 
ze.v@n ?En tAx.t@x ze.v@n I dER.tin zEs En ze.v@n.t@x 
?Axt En ne.x@n.t@x ?Axt I twaLf ze.v@n En tAx.t@x 
ne.x@n ?En twln.t@x ne.x@n I ?ELf ?Axt En ne.x@n.t@x 
?en @n dER.t@x tin I ne.x@n.tin twaLf 
twe @n veR.t@x ?ELf I ne.x@n.tin dER.tin 
dri ?En vEif.t@x twaLf I ne.x@n.tin veR.tin 
vir @n zEs.t@x dER.tin I ne.x@n.tin vEif.tin 
tin ?en I twe d9y.z@nt 
dER.tin viR I twe d9y.z@nt 
?ELf twe I twe d9y.z@nt ?en 
twaLf dri I twe d9y.z@nt twe 
dEr.tin viR I twe d9y.z@nt dri 
veR.tin vEif I twe d9y.z@nt viR 
vEif.tin zEs I twe d9y.z@nt vEif 
zEs.tin ze.v@n I twe d9y.z@nt zEs 
ze.v@n.tin ?Axt I twe d9y.z@nt ze.v@n 
?Ax.tin ne.x@n I twe d9y.z@nt ?Axt 
ne.x@n.tin tin I twe d9y.z@nt ne.x@n 
twln.t@x ?ELf I twe d9y.z@nt tin 
veR.tin twaLf I twe d9y.z@nt ?ELf 
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Appendix 6 

List of randomised sentences for the evaluation experiment 
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Evaluation Experiment 

Play List 

Nr Orig. FileName Number FileName 
1 008 concatenated 036-535 31 83 1.aifc 
2 036 normal 2553 106 2.aifc 
3 026 normal 60 06 BT 3.aifc 
4 011 concatenated 19 maart 1969 4.aifc 
5 003 normal 0299-649 790 5.aifc 
6 046 concatenated 4 uur 's middags 6.aifc 
7 028 concatenated 60 31 AW 7.aifc 
8 008 normal 036-535 31 83 8.aifc 
9 004 concatenated 020-525 21 88 9.aifc 
10 036 concatenated 2553 106 1 O.aifc 
11 040 normal 30 43 348 11.aifc 
12 019 normal 158,62 12.aifc 
13 003 concatenated 0299-649 790 13.aifc 
14 020 concatenated 50 gulden 14.aifc 
15 011 normal 19 maart 1969 15.aifc 
16 046 normal 4 uur 'smiddaos 16.aifc 
17 029 normal 4371 0654 5625 4966 17.aifc 
18 040 concatenated 30 43 348 18.aifc 
19 019 concatenated 158,62 19.aifc 
20 026 concatenated 60 06 BT 20.aifc 
21 028 normal 60 31 AW 21.aifc 
22 034 concatenated 255 31 06 22.aifc 
23 030 concatenated 3043 3489 3269 7120 23.aifc 
24 044 normal 5 over 12 24.aifc 
25 027 concatenated 14 45 SK 25.aifc 
26 020 normal 50 gulden 26.aifc 
27 004 normal 020-525 21 88 27.aifc 
28 029 concatenated 4371 0654 5625 4966 28.aifc 
29 027 normal 14 45 SK 29.aifc 
30 030 normal 3043 3489 3269 7120 30.aifc 
31 023 concatenated 10.000 gulden 31.aifc 
32 014 concatenated 7 januari, 1949 32.aifc 
33 032 normal 5413 3040 3764 3299 33.aifc 
34 016 concatenated Donderdag, 21 juni, 2001 34.aifc 
35 034 normal 255 31 06 35.aifc 
36 044 concatenated 5 over 12 36.aifc 
37 023 normal 10.000 gulden 37.aifc 
38 016 normal Donderdag, 21 juni 2001 38.aifc 
39 032 concatenated 5413 3040 3764 3299 39.aifc 
40 014 normal 7 januari, 1949 40.aifc 
41 045 normal 1 uur 's nachts 41.aifc 
42 045 concatenated 1 uur 's nachts 42.aifc 
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Appendix 7 

Concatenated files 
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CONCATENATED FILES 

Telephone number 

# Number Units used from files: (see Appendix 3) 
003 0299 - 649 790 036, 082, 084, 084, stlite0.6, 087, 239, stilte0.4, 240, 241 
004 020 - 525 21 88 082, 173, stilte0,6, 163, 241, 087, stilte0,2, 229, 230, stilte0,2, 

219, 186 
008 036 - 535 31 83 040, 036, stilte0.6, 163, stilte0.1, 235, stilte0.1, 087, stilte0.4, 083, 

stilte0.1, 220, stilte0.4, 085, 041 

Date 

# Date Units used from files 
011 1 9 maart 1969 062, 055, stilte0.3, 070, 065, 057 
014 7 ianuari 1949 008, stilte0.01, 051, 209, 063 
016 Donderdag, 21 juni, 075, stilte0.6, 073, 067, 061, stilte0.4, 258 

2001 

Amount 

# Amount Units used from files 
019 158, 62 046, stilte0.1, 136, 094, stilte0.1, 048, 056, 057 
020 50 gulden 024, stilte0.1, 050 
023 10.000 gulden 031, stilte0.2, 050 

Postcode 

# Postcode Units used from files 
026 6006 BT 025, stilte0.1, 083, 235, 090, 097 
027 1445 SK 105, stilte0.6, 112, 092 
028 6031 AW 025, stilte0.1, 137, stilte0.6, 091, 028(testfile) 

Credit card 

# Number Units used from files 
029 4371 0654 5625 082, stilte0.1, 084, stilte0.1, 082, stilte0.1, 230, stilte0.6, 082, 

4966 stilte0.1, 084, stilte0.1, 084, stilte0.1, 083, stilte0.6, 082, stilte0.1, 
083, stilte0.1, 082, stilte0.1, 038 

030 3043 3489 3269 083, stilte0.1, 083, stilte0.1, 082, stilte0.6, 082, stilte0.1, 239, 
7120 stilte0.1, 240, stilte0.1, 084, stilte0.6, 082, stilte0.1, 241, 087, 

stilte0.1, 084, stilte0.6, 240, stilte0.1, 241, stilte0.1, 088, stilte0.1, 
241, stilte0.1, 212 

032 5413 3040 3764 163, stilte0.1, 239, stilte0.1, 088, stilte0.1, 083, stilte0.6, 083, 
3299 stilte0.1, 082, stilte0.1, 084, stilte0.1, 083, stilte0.6, 082, stilte0.1, 

241, stilte0.1, 084, stilte0.1, 232 
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Bank account 

# Number Units used from files 
034 255 31 06 086, 085, 087, stilte0.4, 035, 088, stilte0.2, 087, 038 
036 2553 106 086, stilte0.01, 084, stilte0.01, 085, stilte0.01, 082, stilte0.5, 241, 

stilte0.01, 232, stilte0.01, 035 
040 30 43 348 083, stilte0.1, 211, stilte0.6, 038, stilte0.6, 083, stilte0.1, 087 

Time 

# Time Units from files 
044 5 over 12 163, 185, 188 
045 1 uur 's nachts 124, stilte0.1, 121 
046 4 uur 's middags 127, stilte0.1, 046 (testfile) 
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Questionnaire for the evaluation experiment 
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Luisterexperiment 

lntroductie: 
ledereen heeft zijn eigen manier om telefoonnummers uit te spreken. En toch lijken 
we allemaal een bepaald patroon te volgen. Dit geldt zowel voor de manier waarop 
we het nummer in stukjes hakken als voor de zinsmelodie. Zo wordt eerst het 
netnummer uitgesproken en dan de rest van het nummer in blokken van twee of drie 
cijf ers. De zinsmelodie vol gt daarbij ook een vast patroon. Zo gaat de melodie aan 
het eind van een zin of nummer altijd omlaag. 

Wanneer iemand de verkeerde zinsmelodie gebruikt, heb je als luisteraar soms 
moeite te verstaan wat er gezegd is of vind je het op z'n minst vreemd klinken. 

In dit experiment hoor je 42 zinnen na elkaar. Deze zinnen bevatten 
telefoonnummers, banknummers, data, postcodes, bedragen, credit card nummers 
en tijdstippen. Alie de zinnen zijn bevestigende zinnen. Na iedere zin heb je 7 
seconden om te bepalen of de zinsmelodie normaal klonk. Dit doe je door bij het 
zinsnummer de score te omcirkelen die het beste past bij je oordeel. 

1 betekent helemaal mee oneens, om aan te geven dat de zinsrnelodie 
helemaal niet normaal verloopt. 
5 betekent helemaal mee eens, om aan te geven dat de zinsmelodie 
volkomen normaal is. 

Zorg er a.u.b. voor dat je voor iedere zin een score invult. 

De zinsmelodie klonk normaal ? 

1. Helemaal mee oneens 
1 2 

2. Helemaal mee oneens 
1 2 

3. Helemaal mee oneens 
1 2 

4. Helemaal mee oneens 
1 2 

Bedankt voor de medewerking! 

3 

3 

3 

3 
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helemaal mee eens 
4 5 

helemaal mee eens 
4 5 

helemaal mee eens 
4 5 

helemaal mee eens 
4 5 



Appendix 9 

Raw scores from the evaluation experiment 
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Raw scores from the evaluation experiment 

Participant 
Utterance 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Normal003 4 2 4 4 4 4 4 2 4 3 
Con003 4 5 5 4 5 4 5 2 4 3 
Normal004 4 1 5 5 5 5 5 3 4 5 
Con004 2 1 2 5 5 4 5 3 4 2 
Normal008 2 1 5 5 4 5 3 2 3 5 
Con008 2 5 4 5 4 5 3 4 5 4 
Normal011 5 3 5 3 4 4 5 4 4 4 
Con011 5 5 5 4 4 4 5 5 5 4 
Normal014 4 1 5 4 4 5 5 5 4 2 
Con014 4 1 5 4 4 5 4 5 4 3 
Normal016 3 5 3 4 3 5 3 5 4 3 
Con016 4 2 2 4 3 4 3 5 3 4 
Normal019 5 5 3 5 5 4 4 5 5 4 
Con019 5 5 4 5 5 5 5 5 3 4 
Normal020 4 1 4 4 4 3 5 5 4 3 
Con020 5 3 3 4 4 5 3 5 5 1 
Normal023 4 5 4 5 3 4 4 5 4 3 
Con023 5 5 3 4 3 4 3 5 3 2 
Normal026 5 3 4 4 5 2 5 4 4 2 
Con026 3 3 4 5 5 4 2 3 4 3' 
Normal027 2 1 3 5 4 3 4 5 4 3 
Con027 4 5 3 5 5 4 4 5 3 4 
Normal028 4 5 4 5 5 4 5 4 3 4 
Con028 4 1 3 5 5 4 1 2 3 4 
Normal029 1 1 3 5 5 3 2 2 5 4 
Con029 2 3 2 5 4 4 4 1 3 2 
Normal030 3 2 4 5 4 4 4 1 4 4 
Con030 3 3 3 4 5 3 3 1 4 1 
Normal032 3 3 4 5 5 4 5 2 4 5 
Con032 2 1 4 5 4 3 4 1 2 2 
Normal034 4 3 5 5 5 5 4 2 3 5 
Con034 4 5 5 5 4 5 5 2 4 4 
Normal036 2 5 4 5 3 3 4 3 4 2 
Con036 4 3 2 4 4 2 3 5 2 2 
Normal040 5 1 4 5 5 4 5 4 3 3 
Con040 4 5 3 5 5 4 1 3 3 2 
Norma1044 3 3 1 3 4 4 4 5 3 2 
Con044 5 5 4 5 5 5 5 5 4 2 
Normal045 2 5 1 4 3 4 5 5 3 3 
Con045 4 1 3 5 4 5 5 5 4 4 
Normal046 5 3 4 5 5 5 4 2 4 2 
Con046 2 4 2 5 4 4 2 3 4 2 
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